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TODAY:
Partly
cloudy.
High: 60.
Low: 40.
SATURDAY: Cloudy.
High: 55 to 60. Low: 45.
SUNDAY: Dry.
High: 55 to 60.
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The Student Newspaper of-Murray State University
News
Larry Stewart, lead singer of
the country group Restless
Heart, will sing the national
anthem Saturday for the
Racers' first home game in
the Regional Special Events
Center against Southern Illinois University.

State will not pay for sprinklers
-sprinklers: Student fees
will most likely be mised
to pay for the implef!!entation of the safety measures.
Bv C.O. BRADLEY
SENIOI STAFF Wama
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Opl?tl
Toni Fruia, a
junior public
relations major
from Murray,
discusses wel~re and people
who use it appropriately.

SeeJXlBe

Dorms throughout the state
will be equipped with sprin-

klers and other fire s afety
equipment through a plan
agreed upon by the presidents
of the state's universities.
The plan, which could take

up to four years to complete
and cost in excess of $25 million, is not finalized yet, but
university presidents told the
. Council on Postsecondary Education Monday that student
fees would most likely have to
be raised in order to cover
those costs.
Several Kentucky Student
(Jovernment Association presidents. who last month passed a
resolution asking student fees
not be used to cover these
costs, are understandably
unhappy about the plans.

"There is no doubt (fees could
be raised) because four university presidents already have
said publicly they may have to
raise student fees," SGA President Todd Earwood said, indicating Western Kentucky University, the University of Kentucky, Morehead State University and Murray State. "The
CPE says the mandate is good
because it is safe for students.
The mandate makes university
presidents pick and choose.
They have to ask, 'Do I wan t
students to be safe and not do
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Sports
After being picked to finish
third in the conference. the
Racers will battle for the
OVC crown this weekend at
home when they host Tennessee State. The teams are
currently tied for first place.

12

TheNews Online

Please sec SPRINKLERS/15

years." While on Broadway,
the production grossed $15
million at the box office.
. ~hen I saw the show
while in New York City I was
blown away," Libby Frex,
freshman from Dallas, said.
Bv KRISTV WELSH
Frex plays the role of Mary
Cot-~TRIBUTING WRITER
Magdalene.
"I knew I had to do it when
Broadway
now
runs
I heard it was being done
th rough the middle of th e here," she said.
Murray State's campus.
With lyrics by Tim Rice an$1
Students are putting on the musical score by Andrew
hit Broadway musical "Jesus Lloyd Webber. "'Jesus Christ
Christ Superstar" in Johnson Superstar"
has
been
Theatre, located in the Doyle
acclaimed by press and public
Fine Arts Center.
alike and was the first musiShows will be tonight, Satcal to use rock music. The
urday, Sunday, Thursday,
soundtrack has topped the
Friday, Nov. 20 and SaturU.S. charts three times.
day, Nov. 21. All shows will
"I knew of the play growing
begin at 7 p.m. except on Sunup, but I never thought I
day. That s how will begin at 2 could be a part of it," Scott
p.m. Students should arrive Schmitt, senior from Evansapproximately 45 minutes
ville, Ind., said. "Playing the
early to get tickets.
drums in the rhythm section
All shows a re free to stuis really a dream come true."
dents with a Murray State ID
The fact "Jesus Christ
and are $ 10 for the public.
Superstar'' is known world"J esus Christ Superstar" is wide does not phase Director
a rock opera in two acts that Lissa Graham-Schneider.
depicts the last seven days of
"Every time this show is
the life of Jesus. It has been
done somewhere it is done
shown in more than 15 coundifferently," .s he said. "I am
tries, including Mexico and
not intimidated by the repuZimbabwe.
tation of the show."
It ran on Broadway from
1971 to 1973, where it was
Please see PLAY/15
deemed "the best ~pusical in

•Play: Murray gets a little
piece of heaven when
MSU's theater department
presents "Jesus Christ
Superstar."

Ever wondered what life Is
like In foreign countries?
Have you considered studying abroad? Find out mo re
information about these
programs In our study
abroad special.

Seepage

"According to the CPE, this is
not a foolproof plan or even the
best plan. The presidents said,
'This is not the best plan, but
you're forcing us to do something now, so we will.' Davies
did not want to go to the governor for money."
Earwood said the SGA presidents had asked for improvements in fire safety, not fo r
sprinklers specifically.
"The key part of the legislation is that it did not say the

Murray meets
'Jesus Christ'

CollegeL{/(?

Seepages Bfmd

something else, or ignore it and
do something else and be politically a ttacked?' Students
essentially are goin g to get the
raw end of the deal."
Earwood said the SGA presidents met with CP E President
Gordon Davies Friday and he
told them the universities, not
the state, would have to pick
up the tab for the improvements.
"We asked if there would be
state money, and he said, 'No,
it's up to the university presidents to decide,' " h e said.

Danny Voweii/ The News

Salim Sanchez, sophomo,.e from Manhattan, N.Y., plays jesus in the theatre department's production of "Jesus Christ Supe,.star." Pe rformances will be· this weekend and next weeke nd.

Faculty question motive of The Source
grades are the only important thing.
This is an attack on standards. We are
here (at Murray State) to grow as
human beings, not to pass through on
distribution of faculty.
the way to a job."
Schell said the example explaining
the grade evaluation table was signifiBv l EEANN WILLm
cant. Terry Strieter is used to demonSTAFF WRITER
strate the grade evaluation charts. StriThe SGA Source has inspired some eter is the chairman of Murray Alliance
controversy on Murray State's campus. of College Educators.
"It isn't going to help students get
Last week the Student Government
classes
they want," Schell said. "The
Association released a publication
order
of
registration is alphabetical
showing the grade distribution of each
varying
from
semester to semester.
faculty member. 'l'wo thousand copies of
the report were printed and distributed. Only those who get to register first will
Faculty and students are divided on get the classes with high grade avertheir views regarding the grade distrib- ages. If Dr. Alexander and Todd don't
realize this, they are either naive or stuution publication.
''I've had faculty approach me by pid."
Earwood dispelled views of the politiphone calls and e-mail to give me their
feedback," Todd Earwood, SGA presi- cal motives of The Source.
"The SGA Source had no political
dent, said. "I've had responses on both
agenda," Earwood said. "There were no
ends of the spectrum."
Bill Schell, prorcssor in the depart- wbrkings with the administration. 1
ment of history. said he had no problem picked Terry Strieter just to be funny
with his GPA being published, but he because we see his name every week
does believe there are political motives talking about unions."
relating to faculty unionizatjon concern·
Ann Landini, president of the Faculty
Senate, said there was concern at the
ing The Source.
"I don't have a ny problems with the J.'aculty Senate meeting about grade
course evaluation as an artifact."Schcll inflation. She said the senate's academsaid. ''What bothers me is the motive ic policy committee was looking into the
behind it and Earwood's comments that claim.

-8GA: Faculty members question
intent of the publication of The
Source, which outlines the grade

Check out our evolving
World Wide Web page
at www.thenews.org.
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"There have been questions concerning the accuracy about certain professors," Earwood said. "We've doublechecked and triple-checked the figures.
If they are wrong, they're wrong in the
University's ABC Report. We're not
allowed to alter the figures. We are only
a) lowed to cut and paste the numbers
into a more readable format."
Landini had another problem with
The SGA Source.

,_-~-..,_-'+-..

---· _. . ,. . _. .

"It would have been nice if faculty
were notified earlier." Landini said.
"The first notification we received WfS
in The Murray State News two weeks
ago."
"I don't feel like I have to defend
myself to faculty, but I don't mind
explaining myself," Earwood said. "I'm
sorry if any faculty got their feelings
Please see SOURCE/15
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NewsBriejs
University graduate
gives vocal recital

Students Received
Total
$20.00
$2,660.00
133
$25.00
$25.00
1
$30.00
$30.00
1
$40.00
$720.00
18
$50.00
$500.00
10
$60.00
$120.00
2
sao.oo
sao.oo
1
$100.00
$2,100.00
21
$1 03.00
$3,502.00
34
$120.00
$1 20.00
1
$250.00
$4,250.00.
17
(totals) $14,107.00
239

MCMA discounts
coming attractions

Business center
sponsors training
sessions
The Murray State Small
Business
Development
Center is sponsoring training sessions for individuals
interested in starting a
business. The sessions
cover the basics, including
permits, licensing and
financial and business planning.
The cost is $5 per person and participants must
pre-register in room 254
in the Business Building
from 9 a.m. to I I a.m.
For more information,
phone 762-2856.

Journalism society
offers program
The Society .for Collegiate Journalists is sponsoring a live interactive
satellite cast with Peter
Jennings of the ABC network news.
The program is on
Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the
TV-I I studio in the Fine
Arts Building.
For more information,
phone 762-4741 .

Briefs compiled by Heather
Martin, staff writer.

-
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Hester Donation Recipient Report

The department of
music is sponsoring soprano Alice Hopper, a MSU
graduate, in a recital on
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall located
in the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center.
The public is invited to
attend. There is no admission charge.
For more information
contact the music department at 762-4288.

The Murray Civic Music
Association has announced
group rates for two
attractions this season.
The Nashville Ballet's "The
Nutcracker" will be on
Nov. 29 at 2 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium on the campus
of Murray State University.
The Broadway musical,
"Me and My Girt:• is
scheduled for Feb. 22 at
7:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
Regular price for students at the door are $1 0,
groups of I0 or more are
$8 per ticket with one free
adult admission. Groups of
20 or more are $8 per
ticket with two free adult
admissions. Regular price
for adults at the door is
$20; groups of I0 or more
are $17 per ticket.
To obtain these rates,
tickets must be ordered
and paid in advance.
Group rates will not be
available at the door on
the day of the performance.
For more information,
phone 762-3737.

The Murray State News

Source; Don Robertson
John Simanowitz/The News

Country singer performs anthem
LORI BURLING
VIEWPOINT EDITOI

Larry Stewart, the lead
singer of the country group
Restless Heart, will be singing
the national anthem at the
Murray State Racers' first
home game, Saturday night.
Stewart is a native of Paducah and was contacted through
alumni connections.
"It's great to have someone
with local ties and such success
in the music industry to be able
to have them perform at the
first home game," Jimmy
Carter, director of University
Relations said.
photo submined
Carter contacted Stewart Larry Stewart, far right. of the band Restless Heart will perform
through an alumnus, Jerry the national anthem at tomorrow's home basketbaJI game.
Crutchfield. Crutchfield has
worked with MCA and Capitol emy of Country Music's Vocal the top 10 hit list in 1993.
Stewart still visits Paducah
Records and currently has his Group of the Year in 1990. The
group
has
had
15
#1
hits
.
three
to four times a year. His
own business, Crutchfield
Some
of
the
#l
singles
include,
mother
and inlaws both reside
Music. Crutchfield suggested
"That
Rock
Won't
Roll,"
"I'll
in
Paducah.
Although he visits
Stewart to Carter.
still
Be
Loving
You"
and
frequently,
Stewart
resides in
Stewart said, "''ve been a
Nashville. Stewart said it was
racer fan all my life and I'm "Bluest Eyes in Texas."
Stewart has also recorded an honor to come and perform
excited about seeing the new
three albums on his own. One because of the closeness of
RSEC building."
Restless Heart was the Acad- single, "Alright Already," made home.

Clark College
Council votes
to leave RCA
•RCC: Continued conflicts because they have only been to
with RCA have forced three meetings." she t>aid.
The president and two repreClark Co{lege to vote to
sentatives
from each college
leave the organization.
BY LEE RETZLAFF
STAFF WRITIR AND

SHELLEY STREET
CHIEF COPY EDITOR

The Clark Residential College Council voted Clark College out of the Residential College Association last week.
The vote was 11 to 1 in favor
of dropping out of the RCA
According to minutes from
the Nov. 2 RCC meeting, frustration with RCA operations
played a part in the vote.
The minutes state: "There
have been many complaints
with how the (RCA) works and
the fact that Clark doesn't benefit from it at all The <RCA)
holds the Freakers Ball and
Casino Night. Clark would
miss out on both."
A Clark RCC member spoke
on condition of anonymity.
"A lot of committee members
think RCA doesn't bring anything (to them)," the member
said.
"We decided we wanted to
(leave,) but we're going to wait
to talk to the RCA," the member said.
Kristy Welsh, secretary/treasurer of the RC.A, said she has
heard rumors about why Clark
took the vote to leave the RCA
"I was told that it was
because there have been problems with the executive council," Welsh said.
' council is comThe executive
posed of the president, vice
president and secretary/treasurer of the RCA.
"I don't know what problems
they could have with us

are required to attend all RCA
meetings, according to the RCA
constitution.
Welsh said two of the three
meetings
representatives
attended took place after the
vote.
Welsh said the president of
the college has not attended
any meetings this semester.
Most Clark College residents
appear not to have beard much
about the difficulties between
the RCA and Clark RCC.
"I never really paid that
much attention to what the
RCC has done before," Jenny
Gillespie, sophomore from
Highland, Ill., said.
Gill~spie said she might pay
more attention to posted meeting minutes and signs advertising meetings after this, however.
Jen Evans, freshman from
.Evansville, Ind., said she knew
"practically nothing'' about the
situation between RCA and the
Clark RCC.
"I'm concerned because this
is a student organization and
they should have consulted
with people not in the RCC,"
she said.
Rebecca Hefner, president of
the Clark RCC, would not offer
a comment on the decision, but
said the vote would be discussed at the next RCC meeting, Monday night.
RCA President Tom Holcomb
said he will attend that meet·
ing, but will not comment until
after that time.
Steve Horwood, faculty head
of Clark, also refused comment.

Moving violations costly to students
not doing it to initially harm anyone.
It's mostly carelessness, especially
around the dorms where students know
they will probably have to go all the way
around. They just rip right through
there."
He said most students and faculty do
B Y CHRISTINE HAlL
not
realize Public Safety has the capacNEWS EDITOR
ity to write tickets.
"People do not realize that we do have
When drivmg around campus, stopping completely at a stop sign might the ability to ticket and make arrests,"
he said. "They don't realize the tickets
prevent a $63.50 ticket.
David De Voss, member of the cam- do not go to Public Safety, but they go
pus safety committee, said there is a instead to district court."
Cynthia Barnes, deputy clerk, said
significant number of traffic violations
when people are given a ticket for a trafon campus.
"The safety committee has noticed the fic violation, several things can happen.
"When someone gets a ticket for disre·
amount of speeding that goes on around
the dorms, especially in the areas of garding a stop sign, there are three
15th Street and near Elizabeth and points against their driver's license,"
Hester," De Voss said. "Most people are she said. "Most of the time, the tickets

-Traffic: The mtmmum penalty
for a moving violation, like
disregarding a stop sign, can be
more than students realize.

are payable, hut the officer may have
the person go to court. The fees for that
have recently gone up to $63.50 for the
initial ticket, plus $20 for court fines.
That is a total of $88.50 if you had to go
to court."
She said offenders can go to traffic
school if they want to erase the points
from their license.
De Voss said he wants to make students aware that when they do get a
moving violation, it does appear on their
insurance.
"When someone of the age of 18 or 19
gets a moving violation, their insurance
rates go up," he said. "Insurance companies will slam people like them. I guess
if they think it is OK if they have enough
money to cover it."
For the last two weeks, the University
has been working with the Kentucky

Vehicle Enforcement Agency on a "Drive
Smart" campaign. A computerized speed
counter was on Chestnut Street showing
the speed of cars passing by.
De Voss said the speed limit in the
parking lot areas on campus was 15
mph, but most people go 20 to 25.
"We do a lot of warning stops to people," he said. "I don't want people to
think we give tickets for rolling through
a stop sign. Some people are not even
pausing, but just blow by them."
He said pedestrians do have the right
of way at crossings.
"We don't like to work wrecks where
someone was hit by a car because, for
instance, someone was hurrying to a
party," De Voss said. "No one thinks
there might be someone who will zip
through cars and step out in front of
them."

Anti-smoke rally targets teen and college smokers
•Rally: Patrick Reynolds,
heir to the tobacco fortune
of R.J. Reynolds, spoke
Wednesday on the effects of
tobacco use.
BY DONALD LAWSON
ASSISTANT N£WS EDITOR

Patrick Reynolds, grandson
of the R.J . Reynolds Tobacco
Company founder, held an
anti-smoking rally in the Curris Center ballroom Wednesday.
Reynolds has been speaking
against the use of tobacco prod·
ucts since 1986. He has testi·
fied on behalf of the American
Lung Association and has been
on CNN debating on shows
such as Larry King Uve.
Reynolds spoke to an audience of approximately 65 on
various subjects surrounding

Donald Lawson/The News
Patrick Reynolds speaks about the various health risks Involved
with the use of tobacco.
tobacco use, such as targeting
advertising at teens and the
various health risks involved
with tobacco use.
Reynolds first became active

in the fight against tobacco following the death of his father
from emphysema. Reynolds
had only met with his father
five ttmes prior to his death. A

former
smoker
himself,
Reynolds spent 11 years trying
to quit.
Being an heir to R.J.
Reynolds tobacco company, he
sold his stock in the company in
1979, believing he should not
contribute to the killing of children through tobacco use.
Reynolds has had a number
of dealings with tobacco companies in various campaigns he
has led throughout the country.
Reynolds feels one of the
ways to fight tobacco companies is by not limiting government. Instead, he said it should
be used more to help fight large
corporations. He also believes
advertising is a major problem.
~1 believe tobacco advertising
should be banned," Reynold~;
said. "Billboard advertising has
been banned in Maryland and
Delaware."

Reynolds used visual aids to
help make his point. He used
advertisements such as "Joe
Chemo" and "Utter Fool" to
push what he feels are the real
ideas of the ad~; they were
mocking.
Reynolds may have reached
some members of the nudicncc,
but not all.
Beau Jones, senior from
Murray,
was disappointed
there were not more people in
support of tobacco in attendance. He felt Reynolds did not
give any practical reasons to be
against tobacco.
"I think he tried to use a lot of
emot10nal points in his speech
instead of practical points
about jobs and the economy in
Kentucky," Jones said. "He
talked about things in Con~:,rreHs we didn't know about. 1
wasn't impressed."
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'2020 Vision' revolutionizes universities
•Educa tion: By 2020,
Kentucky hopes to have
some of the top educational
facilities in the country.
BY GREG STARK
STAFF W RITER

Improvements in Kentucky's
universities are within sight,
within perfect sight.
If the Kentucky Council of
Postsecondary
Education's
"2020 Vision" becomes a reality, residents of the Commonwealth may have some of the
top educational facilities to utilize by the year 2020.
4
"Each of the universities will
work alongside and in cof\iunction with the '2020 Vision',"
Ann Landini, president of Faculty Senate, said. "Each of the
universities will have input
into how the education will be
im proved and strengthened."
According to the final draft of
"2020 Vision: An Agenda for
Kentucky System 1of Postsecondary Education," posted on
the Internet July 13, most of
Kentucky's higher education
schools will be involved in this

nesse!\ and industries respected
endeavor.
The Kentucky Community for their highly knowledgeable
and Technical College System, employees and the technologiconsisting of two-year schools, cal sophistication of their prodwill be the primary provider of ucts and services.
two-year transfer and technical
• Vibrant. communities offerprograms. Regional universi- ing a standard of living unsurties including Eastern Ken- passed by those in other states
tucky University, Kentucky and nations.
• Committed scholars and
State University, Morehead
State University, MSU, North- practitioners who are among
em Kentucky University and the best in the world, dedicated
Western Kentucky University to creating new ideas, technolowill
cooperatively
allow gies and knowledge.
• An integrated system of elestatewide access to baccalaureate and master's degree pro- mentary and secondary schools
and providers of postsecondary
grams.
. The University of Louisville education, committed to meetwill serve as a metropolitan ing the needs of students and
research university, while the the
Commonwealth,
and
University of Kentucky will be acclaimed for excellence, innoa
major
comprehensive vation, collaboration and
responsiveness.
research institution.
The Commonwealth Virtual
The agenda projects the following goals to be accomplished University, which is still under
development, will be another
by the year 2020:
• Educated citizens who want component of the Vision.
advanced knowledge and skills
Landini said many state facand know how to acquire them; ulty leaders participated in a
and who are good parents, good teleconference with Gordon
citizens and economically self- Davis, president of the CPE.
sufficient workers.
She said one of the main topics
• Globally competitive busi- 1 discussed was the implementa-

Nov. 6, 1998
10:17 a.m. A window was broken
White College.

people on the roof of Elizabeth College. A window was also reported
broken. No one was found at the
scene.

Nov. 8, 1998
1:50 a.m. There was a report of a

Nov. 10, 1998
11 :43 a.m. There was an auto

fight at the Curris Center dance.
Officers from the Murray Police
Department responded. No arrests
were made, but the dance was shut

accident on University Drive. No

down by the adviser.
7:09 a.m. Daniel l oyd and Scott
Simmons were in custody at the
Calloway County Detention Center
for alcohol intoxication.
8:57 p.m. There was a report of

slashed while parked south of Hes-

In the east end of the fifth floor of

injuries were reported.

3:17 p.m. John Vaughn reported
two tires on his vehicle were
ter College.

Nov. 11, 1998
12:37 p.m. There was an auto
accident at the corner of 16th

loud music on the third floor of Hart
College.

Street and Ryan Avenue. No

Nov. 9, 1998
12:11 a.m. There was a noise com-

dent in the Sparks Hall area. No

plaint on the fifth floor of Hart College.
4:36 p.m. There was an injury accident at the Expo Center. An ambulance was dispatched to transfer
Eugene Wright to the Murray-Galloway County Hospital.
6:40 p.m. There was an auto accident north of Winslow Dining Hall.
No injuries were reported.
10:43 p.m. There was a report of

injuries were reported.
2:47 p.m. There was an auto acciInjuries were reported.

Racer Eacorts • 29
Motorist Assists • 6
Information for Police Beat is gathered and compiled by Christine
Hall. news editor, from materials
available at the Public Safety
office.
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WANTED:

-Air Shopping Center

Paid Positions Available:

753-8926

Homecoming/ Curris Center Chair
2 Publicity/Computer Chairs

Serving Mexican Food

Check Out Our Ne w and
Used Selection s

(Must have photoshop & Freehand Exp.)

.......ill9trec.:ial

and Deli Sandwiches
from
11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Bar Hours: ll a.m. - .M idnight

Orders and Trade-In s Welcome

Co mpact Discs 0 Cassette Tap e s
Poster s 0 T-Shirts 0 Stickers 0 Bla'c kllghts

Senate:

i

tion of the CVU. .
"One of the topics we discussed at t he teleconference
was t he 2020 Vision," she said.
"There were a number of questions dealing with the Commonwealth Virtual University.
Most of the participants agreed
that this was a very good way
t o help students that were
placebound. That would be able
to h elp the students who are
situated in that manner."
Landini said University President Kern Alexander said University personnel will have a
major say in Murray State's
implementation of the vision.
"Alexander has said that the
faculty will have a major role in
determining what the goals
will be in the '2020'," she said.
According to t he agenda,
many faceta of the state will
benefit from the implementation of the vision . College students, those who complete
occupational and technical programs, business, industry,
labor and the general public
are a few of those mentioned
who might benefit from the
plan.

Policel3eat

Public Relations/Publications Chair

Fender Vender Nov. 14

(Must have Web-Page Exp.)

De_adline Nov. 16 at 4:30p.m
~

LOCATED ON 641 S.
l2 miles South of the Racer Inn in Murray

Interviews Nov. 17 .
Applications available in ~ office.

plus c emax for only
$t.toper month for 6 months.

• HBO

So

I

90 1-247-5798

no minors after 9:30 .m.

' Lowest

Ford Authorized Rental
vehicles cars to vans

• Free gift from HBO
e Must show MSU I.D.

Puryear, TN

offer ends 11/25/98

Requirements
At least 2 t yean of age, valid drivers license.
"Major credit cards"
l.ocal Pickup avallaiJJe

Parker J:ord J.incoJn-M~rcury
101 Main st.
Downtown Murray

753 • 5273 Ask for wade

At
What'
pope---

pay

fonftl~ii

dec lin
Are you connected?
call Today!

7U·5005
basic service & converter required

MURRAY

CI\.B LECOMM
906 S. 12th St.

Murray

now

your
ne of

ViewPoint
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Q•

Do you think President

Clinton should be impeached
and if so, why?

Name: Davin
Smith
Major: Animal
Science
Year: Senior
Hometown:
P'rinceton
"I don't like
that he lied, but there are
more important things to deal
with."
Name: Kajeana
Batts
Major:
Advertising
Year: Senior
Hometown:
'
Paducah
"I think he
should be impeached because
he lied under oath, but not
because of the affair."
Name: Laura
McKenzie
Major: Advertising
Year: junior
Hometown:
Versailles
"Yes. He should
be investigated
for lying under oath and the
abuse of his power."

•

Name: Michael
..
Nacke
Major: Pre-Vet
I
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
~--)
LaGrange
"Yes, because
he's supposed to
be a moral standard for the
United States and his actions
are not portraying that."

'i
.· ·.· -.
·-·

Name: Hoseok
Lee
Major: MBA
Year: Graduate
student
Hometown:
South Korea
"Yes. He told a
tie in court so he needs to be
impeached."
Heather Martin/Staff
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Departments vital to capital campaign
Murray State is planning a capital
campaign in hopes of raising $25 million for the University. To help make
this campaign succeed, the University is demanding each department
give five percent of what is donated
to it to the MSU Foundation.
To make this more clear, here is an
example. Let's say the students and
faculty of the business department
hold a fund-raiser and earns $5,000
in donatio~s from alumni and citi-

Issue: Murray State
de mands money from
departments.
Posit io n: The de pa r t m ents
should have a choice.
zens of Murray. The University will
get $250 of the donations. That extra

$250 could have gone toward paper,
office supplies or travel expenses.
When we look at it in small amounts,
it doesn't seem like much, but when
the donations increase, it will take a
hefty lump of funds from the departments, which they may need.
We think the capital campaign is a
good idea, but it is also infringing on
the rights of the departments. The
departments at Murray State need
the funds they raise for themselves.

The departments are the ones who
have sttidents and faculty members
working phone-a-thons and fundraisers to earn these donations.
Therefore, we think these people
should be the ones that get to use the
funds.
If a department head decides to
give five percent of the department's
donations to the University, that's
great, but it should be the department's choice to do so.
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One hour
commute
wasteful
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Your l7iell'S
Stud ent upset with ulty, were not more evident to lication of The Source, or the
voters during SGA elections.
reasons the SGA is publicly
Earwood's article
To the Editor:
"What is worthwhile is
worth the effort." The SGA
Source took considerable
effort, therefore, it is worthwhile. What interesting logic!
I read ·in amazement as
Todd
Earwood recently
spelled out, for the entire University, the irresponsible
manner
in which he '
approaches his job as SGA
president. I am sure, however, the commentary required
effort on his behalf, so let's
test Earwood's adage and
decide whether his effort to
produce the commentary was
truly worthwhile. What did it
accomplish?
He begins with an attempt
to defend the publication as "a
resource that will be helpful
when deciding class schedules." In what manner will
this publication be used? Will
it be used to find the best professors, and if so, how exactly?
Or will it be used to find the
easiest professors? Will it be
used to expedite one's education or one's graduation? (The
two do not inherently go hand
in hand.) I don't feel our SGA
president addressed these
questions in his own mind.
That is irresponsible. If he
Uid, but did not care, that, too,
is irresponsible.
His display of irresponsibility fully blossoms, though,
when he suggests that MSU
faculty are too busy "griping"
to educate. Their "self-serving
attitudes show a lack of concern for students." Our faculty, Earwood, are horribly
underpaid. For years excellent healthcare served as adequate compensation. Now
healthcare has effectively
been decreased (with or without "save harmless,") leaving
them entirely under-compensated. Your frontal assault on
them (without, we might add,
SGA's prior approval> did
nothing but embarrass the
other students who work long
hours for SGA and harm the
outstanding faculty-student
relationship that is MSU's
strongest point. That was terribly irresponsible, and I, as
one of your constituents,
resent it.
You have, in past SGA
meetings, consistently shown
your blind support for President Alexander and his programs, regardless of the effect
on faculty and, consequently,
students. It is unfortunate
your shortsightedness and
irresponsibility, as shown by
your SGA Source and your
attacks on our dedicated fac-

Mark Nance
Murray

Stude n t
u nhappy
with Murray State
To the Editor:
I am tired. I am tired of
having to pay more and settle
for less. I am tired of paying
special course fees and having nothing to show for it. I
am tired of having a library
filled with books and labs
filled with equipment older
than I am. I am tired and I
.am mad.
I am mad about the lack of
respect afforded the faculty
by the administration and the
Board of Regents. The teachers strongly voiced their dissatisfaction with President
Alexander, and Sid Easely
and the other Regents, in
response, extended his contract.
I am mad about the lack of
respect given to the students
by the administration. From
the combined sorority house
fiasco to commencement
being "not about the students." The high-handed
arrogance toward the students is disgusting. I am mad
about the Student Government Association being a
willing pawn of Alexander. I
am mad about the housing
office and its blatant lack of
regard for student welfare. It
took the tragic death of Mike
Minger for Paula Hulick to
"find" the money for the number of security guards they
have promised for years. I am
mad about the University
cutting costs by lowering
standards and hiring uncertified, non-doctorate adjunct
professors.
If you are tired or mad like
I am, fill out the survey on
page 13 and tum it into one of
the drop boxes located around
campus.
Timothy M. Shead
Senior
Orlando, Fla.

Fa culty h as reason
to gripe about salary
To the Editor:
As a faculty member who
cares about his students and
is concerned with the future
of MSU, I would like to
respond to the opinions set
forth in Todd Earwood's In
My Opinion piece last week.
No matter what the legal
issues are concerning the pub-

stating for publishing the
compilation, it should be kept
in mind this is simply a
source to find out who the
"easy" teachers are at MSU. I
doubt anyone will be picking
up the' publication and thinking, "I want to take the hardest teacher for this course. I
wonder who the most difficult
,
instructor is."
Calling it a legitimate publication with legitimate uses
does not, make it one. As
grades are a matter of public
record, ·as is pay and other
items relevant to the Commonwealth supported institutions, publishing those items
is not the major concern for
most of the faculty I have
talked with. The concerns
center around the stated purpose of the publication and
the actual usage it will be
given by some MSU students.
If faculty are ashamed of their
grades and don't want them
to be public record, then they
should reevaluate their skills
and
make
appropriate
changes.
As far as those of us on the
faculty "griping about salaries
and unionization" are concerned, let me share my personal feelings here. I have a
net loss of approximately
$2,000 because of my family
situation and the new "insurance." I was "saved harmless"
with less than $300. Losing
that much money per year off
the top of my paycheck seems
like something I should and
could "gripe" about. Oh, and
by the way, "making tons of
money" doesn't seem to be an
issue for most of the faculty I
have talked with. However,
meeting basic living expenses
such as mortgage payments,
car payments, doctor bills and
grocery items should be and is
an issue.
Until those issues are
cleared up and the faculty at
large decides how to proceed,
those issues will be the talk of
the campus at the faculty
level. Just like students talk
about issues, faculty talk
about issues. Are they the
same issues? No. Not usually.
I don't feel they should be the
same issues. Should students
and faculty rally around central issues and support each
other? Yep.
What could we do together?
The idea of having teachers
include course descriptions
and other pertinent information to The Source seems like
a good idea. When will that be

I usually have the utmost
respect for Murray State, but
when the University imple·
menta illogical programs, it
loses my respect little by little.
I'm talking about the learning
institute in Paducah that is
instigated? The sooner the affiliated with Murray State.
better.
Yes, the staff of TM Murray
Having togetherness on State News touched on the probissues such as pay and fees is lem in last week's editorial, but
important. Don't you and the I feel I need to approach the
students real,ize poor insur- problem in my own words, as
ance and poor salaries mean well as give my own opinion.
The center that has developed
the end of a good university?
Many professors, good ones in Paducah is great. It puts
who care about students and Murray State on the map, it
issues, will leave MSU allows for adults and combecause of the negative muters to take courses in their
changes that have occurred. hometown and it is a recru\ting
We have endured smaller tool. Although nice in theory, it
raises than other institutions angers me that the 'administrain the Commonwealth. Our tion feels it can benefit students
insurance is basically "cata- not living in Murray by hurting
strophic" insurance.
the ones living in Murray.
In turn, faculty certainly
For instance, one of my classrealize higher fees may mean es, which is a 400 level course,
less students, and families is only being offered in Paducand students are negatively ah. This course is a valuable
impacted by such changes. resource for a journalism major.
We understand there are This is a prime example of how
many student issues on cam- the University is hurting the
pus, but they are "student students on campus.
issues." Many faculty on this
1 understand Murray State
campus would rally around has an obligation to educate the
those issues with students. surrounding areas, but what is
Are they being asked to do the problem in offering the class
that?
in both Wilson Hall and PaducIn closing, let me say that ah? 1 am not the only one this is
with all the larger issues on affecting. The way I look at it is
this campus, students should this. I pay"tuition to take classbe concerned about good es in Murray. I live in Murray,
teachers staying on this cam- and I resided in the dorms (yes,
pus, not whether or not they they were called dorms). And I
will give them an "A." Most of paid my dues to ole' Winslow. I
us don't mind having our pay money to go to a University
records out there for others to where I don't have to drive 45
see. Good instructors are not minutes to take my classes. I
motivated by the grades they might as well commute from
give. They are motivated to home; it's only two hours away.
I am in no way saying ongive the grades the students
deserve. But, you know, some- campus students are better
times ·an "A" is not the than off-campus students. I'm
simply saying why not please
deserved grade.
both students. I agree with the
administration when it says it
David Balthrop
helps non-traditional students
Director of theater,
by giving them other options,
Department of speech
but let's not hurt the traditional
communication and theater
students in the process.
This whole idea of taking
courses in Paducah brings up
another point I don't like either.
The Murray State
I'm taking this class, and in
News welcomes comreality I'm taking a five-hour
mentaries and letters
but only getting three
course,
to the editor. Letters
hours
of
credit. This doesn't
should be 300 words
seem
fair
to me, but I will do
or less and must be
anything for a quality educasigned. Contributors
tion. Oh, maybe that's why the
should
include
administration feels it can take
addresses and phone
advantage of us ...because we
numbers for verificawant a quality education.
tion. Please include
I really don't understand the
hometown, classificaways of this University's
tion, title or relationadministrating team, but I will
ship to the Universikeep trying. On a more final
ty. To submit a comnote, I fully support the institumentary call 762tion, but don't hurt me in the
4468. The News
process.

reserves the right to
edit for style, length
and content.

Lori Burling is lM Viewpoint
Editor for The Murray State
News.
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Student receives hope from friend
Stepping out of an elevator, opening
a door and walking a few feet down a
hall to a hospital room on the right, I
was reminded of the rare, but last,
trip I made to room 408 of Hester College.
It was a sunny Thursday the day my
boyfriend and I decided to visit
Michael Priddy. As we expected, we
found him in his usual cheery state,
listening to his favorite song and
singing along with the tape. When we
walked in, the song was almost
through, so he Tewound it and played
it again for us. It was really amazing

In My
()pinion
CHRISTY

STEPHENS

listening to him sing, since the song
was in Korean, but he never missed a
word and tried to explain the meaning
of the song to us.

After the song was over, we chatted
and shared a few laughs before leaving the building. We asked him to eat
lunch with us, but he had a class, so
we gave him a ride instead.
I saw him a few short hours later,
unaware that would be the last I
would see of him for weeks.
So there I was, approaching his hospital room and eagerly anticipating
the first sight of him since we parted
at the library the day before the
tragedy occurred. When I stepped in
the room, he walked up to me with a
big smile and greeted me with a hug.

Welfare recipients
profit from r~form
Here's the deal : I get
assigned to report on Kentucky's latest welfare reform, right?
Right. And it's pretty appropriate since I am also a welfare
recipient, right? Right. Now
one would think this fact would
make my job that much easier,
right? Wrong! Being a fairly
conservative Republican, a welfare recipitmt and a college student, I have a sometimes
unique and always personal
opinion on the subject.
It was difficult to remain
unbiased in my reporting, but I
think I did a pretty good job of
that. However, I felt this
uncontrollable need to voice
this personal opinion of mine,
so here it goes.
First of aU, I am on welfare
because, yes, Lord help me, I
a m a single mom. Now I see
this as a blessing, not a curse.
But since thttt subject alone
could take many pages of text,
I'll just leave it alone.
1 have been on welfare since
before my daughter was born,
and she is now 3 years old. I
know what you're probably
thinking: Geez, that sounds
like tl long time! But, what
most people don't realize is I,
along with many other welfare
recipients, have been working
very hard while "living off the
government."
That is what I want to get
across to the average non-assistance-receiving people of the
world. Not all "welfare moms"
(and dads) are sitting at home
on their butts, waiting for the
next check to come in.
Before the new welfare
reform, I used to get so frus-

In .M y
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trated about what people
thought of me. I just knew
everyone assumed I was on
assistance because I was lazy
or stupid. In reality, since the
first summer after my daughter was born, I have been constantly enrolled in school. I
have, because of the opportunities given to me by our country's welfare program, federal
student financial assistance
and my own hard work, been
able to maintain a 3.9 GPA
and, so far, receive my associate of arts degree.
Since I chose to go to school
full-time and not work, I was
able to participate in community and leadership activities
back home, and spend quality
time with my child.
The new welfare reform programs do make this a little
more difficult for me, but I
think it will be worth it in the
end. Before the reform, I could
go to college full-time and not
have to do anything else to
receive assistance. Now, r am
required to either work or participate in a work training
activity for an additional 25
hours a week. That's a lot of
time away from my little girl,
and all the extra requirements
mean a lot of extra paperwork
along with a lot of la!-e nights,

but if it means people will no ·
longer assume fm a lazy bum,
rm all for it.
I understand our welfare system has been abused in the
past, but I also understand not
every recipient is out to clieat
the government. Some of us
just need a little help as we
prepare to be contributing
members of society. The new
reforms deal with this issue in
a fair and effective manner.
They are not set up to take the
food out of babies' mouths as
some may fear. They are
designed to get people to better
themselves and to get off welfare as soon as possible. These
reforms are a necessary and
logical solution to one of our
nation's biggest problems, the
lack of a sense of personal
responsibility.
I am so happy to see our government finally put its proverbial foot down in this matter.
Maybe now people know that
we "welfare moms" are, in a
way, earning our benefits,
maybe now people won't look
down on us as we fumble,
embarrassed, with our food
stamps while others wait impatiently in line behind us at the
grocery store. Maybe now
recipients who have been
putting off going back to school
will be forced to take that lifechanging step. And maybe now
more parents, like me, will be
able to say to our kids, "Yeah,
we used to be on welfare, but
not anymore."

As I embraced my friend, I was with a warm sense of gratitude to God
warmed by the beautiful sight of an for sparing my friend and allowing me
answered prayer. When I thought of to be richly blessed by our visit.
the tragedy he had come through and
Seeing Michael that day gave me
the incredible lively state he was in, I such a strong hope, a hope strong
was overwhelmed with an unconquer- enough to overpower all of the confuable spirit of hope.
sion and fear I felt on that fateful day.
We visited for a while and, sure
In the midst of such chaos, we can
enough, he had his music right by his all learn a valuable lesson from
bed and he sang that same Korean Michael. No matter how tough situations get, never give up, for things will
song for us.
We shared one last hug and then he get better.
stood at the door of his room and
Christy Stephens is a contributing
wa'Ved to us as we left.
I walked out of the hospital that day writer for The Murray State News.
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Toni Fruia is a contributing
writer for The Murray State
News.

Non-traditional students benefit from off-campus institutions
Last week's viewpoint article, "Students deserve classes on campus,"
makes several offensive, as well as
naive, suggestions.
The article's opening sentence is bold
enough to demand that Murray State
"take care of the students on this campus first." This is both pompous and
unfair! What defines a MSU student on
campus to be any more deserving
and/or worthy than one who takes
courses away from the main campus?
Nothing. All MSU students deserve
quality educational opportunities to
better themselves.
As a regional university, it is Murray
State's responsibility to ensure that the
region's population is provided with
higher education opportunities. Our
region needs more educational opportunities, as the percentage of adults with
college degrees in our 18- county region
is roughly half the national average.
Halfl
The MSU Center for Continuing Education & Academic Outreach administrates four centers, or campuRes, that
serve the region well. At each of these,
MSU degree programs and courses are
offered. .Many of the students taking
advantage of these programs are nontraditional and often place-bound.
There are indeed increased public
demands for access to higher education.
The CEAO manages the distance learn-

In My
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ing programs to include regional ofTcampus programs, interactive television and Internet courses. Murray
State is also in full cooperation with the
goals of the Commonwealth Virtual
University.
These are vital components in our
distance learning delivery methods. In
fact, these initiatives are direct
responses to the Higher Education Act
of 1997. Along the same lines, the
Council for Postsecondary Education
has stated in the 2020 Vision plan to
establish "an integrated system of elementary and secondary schools and
providers of postsecondary education,
committed to meeting the needs of stu·
dents and the Commonwealth and
acclaimed for excellence, innovation,
collaboration and responsiveness."
These are the same methods that
serve thousands of students each year
who, for whatever reason. are not able
to come to the main campus. Adult stu-

dents committed to coming back to lated other res})C?nsibilities and they
school expect colleges and universities have a job and they have a family and
to provide life long education on a regu- they are place-bound and we must
lar basis.
bring that education to them." There·
A vast majority of off-campus stu- fore, Murray State will serve far west
dents are adults and part-time. In fact, Kentucky because it's our responsibilipart-time students are the fastest ty and obligation. At the MSU-Paducah
growing group of people attending campus, for example, students appreci·
higher education institutions. In trying ate the local access and service. Stacey
to respond to society's needs, the issue Griffey, an accounting major, states,
becomes how to best develop fair and "The MSU program in Paducah is wonequitable education opportunities derful! It has provided me with the
designed to respond to the needs and opportunity to continue to work fullrequests for lifelong education from time and further my education."
everyone and anyone.
Yes, many students attend MSU to be
Last week's article also accused the on the main campus and reap all of its
University of ''expecting" traditional rewards. On the other hand, many stuMSU students to commute to Paducah dents do not attend MSU on the main
to take a course. This is not at all true. campus, because they cannot. Last
In fact, we discourage it. Distance week's article also stated that "students
learning is simply a way for the Uni- who are active on campus are making
versity to reach out. This is a part of the
most
of
their
college
our mis~ion as a regional institution.
experience ... College students are just
C..ov. Paul Patton in his speech at the as busy as professionals who have
Postsecondary Trustees Conference careers." Right! The majority of adult
concerning the Kentucky regional uni- distance learners are returning to eduversities stated, "in this day and age, cation usually for an identifiable reawe must expend the mission, because son; to qualify for promotion, to prepare
we must make that quality baccalaure- for a new job, because their employer
ate or master's degree education avail· expects it or even to finish what they
able to all of our citizens, even the non- once started. These students have busy
traditional citizens." He continued, "we lives already, and education must commust make it available to our citizens pete with jobs, family, child care,
of any age where they are, on their time household responsibilities, etc. I know
Achedule. because they have accumu- the Jives of traditional students are

often challenging and hectic, but I
think that comparing the two distinct
learners is unjust.
Contrary to belief, Murray State and
the CEAO has "taken some advice" and
can offer the following advice in return:
Students deserve classes on campus,
but students deserve classes off campus, too. As far as the "answer to the
problem" being to "offer only general
education classes in Paducah" is concerned, we cannot. We cannot offer general education and/or lower level courses in the service area of a community
college. So, this is no answer to the
problem but another uninformed suggestion. We are, however, to offer a
seamless system of higher education for
all students. This includes meeting the
needs of students both on and off campus. This is ih~ vision, and MSU is
making it a reality, as we move into the
millennium.
If you happen to be one of those students needing to take a course offered
only off campus, stop and think how
long that student off campus may have
had to wait for this opportunity. You11
get your chance, because all MSU students get their chance. When Murray
State offers programs and courses off
campus, we are indeed all on target!
Logan Hillyard is the director of distance learning and telecommunications.
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Alexander addresses staff Education
-8taff Congress: Faculty

come and speak to us, so we
asked
him," Herndon said.
pay, healthcare and an
Student
enrollment was a
increase of student enrolllarge
part
of
discussion during
ment were the focus of this
the meeting. Alexander said
month's meeting.
the University will benefit from
increased
student enrollment,
BY LEE RETZLAFF
especially
at
branch campuses.
STAff WRITER
"It's enrollment and it's politPresident Kern Alexander ical influx," Alexander said. "If
was among several administra- we don't grow, we're going to be
tors who addressed the Staff consumed by others."
Alexander hopes to have
Congress Wednesday, dis1,000
to 2,000 students
cussing a wide variety of topics.
Alexander talked about staff enrolled at each branch camp,ay, healthcare, communica- pus. This includes Paducah,
Madisonville, Hopkinsville and
tion among staff, increases in
Ft. Campbell. He said with this
student enrollment and the
wider sphere of influence, Murneed to expand branch campusray State can have political
es in surrounding towns, leverage with the one state senincluding Paducah and Hop- ator and two state representakinsville.
tives from each area.
This is only the second time
One faculty member raised
Alexander bas addressed the the issue of parking on campus.
Staff Congress.
Alexander said there are plans
"This is the first time to add more parking.
(Alexander) has addressed us
"We are reasonably well off
formally," Orville Herndon, with parking, believe it or not,"
Staff Congress President, said. he said.
"He came shortly after he
Alexander compared Murray
arrived on campus as presi- State to Western Kentucky.
dent, but that was more of an While Murray has 9,000 stuintroductory session."
dents to 6,500 parking spaces,
"Somebody made the sugges- Western enrolls 15,000 stution a few months ago that we dents with only 4,000 spaces.
should ask Dr. Alexander to New lots are planned behind

the Lambda Chi Alpha and
Alpha Tau Omega houses on
Poplar Street, as well as
around the Regional Special
Events Center and across the
road from the RSEC.
After Alexander left the
meeting for other business,
Tom Denton, vice president of
Administrative
Services,
talked to the congress.
He discussed the potential
for a year 2000 computer
breakdown. He said although it
was rather late to be addressing the problem, it should be
taken care of in time.
Roger Reichmuth and Tim
Miller of the Office for Development and Alumni Affairs discussed Murray State's planned
giving program. This pr ogram
includes various forms of giving to the University. The goal
of this program is to raise $25
million in the next five years,
which is a much more aggressive goal than in previous
years.
Herndon said the meeting
was extremely productive.
"We had a full cast of University administrators that were
there," Herndon said. "This
gave evesybody a chance to
meet these people, to see them
and ask questions of them."

de~artment

offers
new courses in environment

STAFF REPoiT

.
Future teachers of environmental education
may benefit from four courses offered to educate teachers on the relevance of using environmental education in the classroom.
Teehniques ofteachi11g environmental education, EDU 664, will show students various
w.,a to teach about the environment using different learning and teaching styles.
Ruth J acquot, professor of elementary and
18C0ndary education, will teach the class. She
said the c:laaa will combine the use of outdoors
with case atudies and field work.
--Environmental education efToJ18 give teachera akiUi in, tor instance, the school yard," she
said. "'l'he teacher will create a lab in the school
yard and provide resource materials. They may
alsO do a c:aae study on other schools on problema or challenges they had."
Jacq• aaid the case studies will look at different areas of the environment.
w,t'h_, Jlllght study waste management, intnr.
duce tecyc1ing in a school and water," .Jacquot
laid. "Som.e students have ~athered data from
etreama aild lrulnlnt them to the state. We may
also look at air quality and how it has changed
liace the Clean Air Act. •
She said the c:lua will use simulations and
drama and will utilize the text, Be•t Practices.
-rile :reaaon we are using this book is because
w. don't tbiDk of environmental education as a
MJNU'Ide entity, but rather integrated in edueation,• she said.
Three ~~t courses will also be offered as

weekend workshops.
Workshops in environmental education: Projects WET and WILD in the 1850s, EDU 663,
will be held at Brandon Springs Group Camp
at Land Between the Lakes Feb. 26 to 27.
Utitlzing LBL's 1850s farm, teachers will be
able to proVide classroom activities that make
use of local resources.
Workshops in environmental education; Project food, land and people, EDU 663, will also
be at Brandon Springs Camp March 5 to 6,
"This is a new project to Kentucky," Joe
Baust, director of the Center for Environmental Education, said...lt teaches students how
we get our food, how we treat our land and
about the peQpl~ who are responsible for it. By
studying the 1850s farm and comparing this
with today's practices, participants will not
only learn about farming practices, but will
also have a large number of activities to use in
their classroom that :relate to how we use our
resources."
Both courses offered at LBL begin on Friday
at 5 p.m. and end on Saturday at 4 p.m. Costs
include lodging and meals, materials and
entrance 'into the 1850s site and MSU fees.
A fmal workshop in environmental education: Leopold project, EDU 663, will be offered
on the MSU campus April 30 and May 1. The
new program focuses on the life of Aldo
Leopold, one of the fathers of environmental
education. The workshop begins at 5 p.m. Friday and ends at 4 p.m. on Saturday. Cost for
the course is $50 for materials, plus MSU fees.
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Murray State will hold formal December commencement
-Graduation: For the first
time in its 76-year history,
Murray State will have a
commencement ceremony
for December graduates.
BY DONALD lAWSON
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

For the first time, Murray
State will be holding commencement ceremonies in December
for students graduating following the fall semester.
Since there has been no commencement ceremony for students graduating in the fall, academic colleges have held investiture or ceremonial commence·
ments for graduating students.

Over the past years, students
have requested a ·full commencement ceremony be held.
Don Robertson, vice president
of Student Affairs, said the reason for having the ceremony was
because students felt it would be
more meaningful and that not
all students can return in May
for the spring ceremony.
"The December graduation
grew out of investiture ceremonies that are held," Robertson
said. "It is more meaningful to
the students when they receive
their diploma. <With the December ceremony) we wanted to
maintain the elements of the
investitures."
Robertson said this will be a
full graduation, only on a small-

er scale. The December ceremony will be held in Lovett Auditorium as opposed to the Regional
Special Events Center. He said
this will add a more personalized atmosphere.
Although the • ceremony will
run in a similar fashion to past
graduations, instead ' of the top
senior male and female giving
an address, a gtiest sPeaker has
been invited to speak to the
graduating class. The speaker
will be Mary Edmonds, vice
chancellor of Stanford University in California.
The commencement ceremony
will be held Dec. 11 in Lovett
Auditorium at 7:30p.m.
There are several events
planned to celebrate the Decem·

ber commencement.
A senior breakfast will be held
from 8 to 9:30 a.m. in the Curris
Center ballroom Dec. 2.
On Dec. 9, a meeting of degree
candidates will be held in Lovett
Auditorium from 12:30 - 1 p.m.
The school of nursing will hold
its recognition ceremony. The
ceremony will have a guest
speaker, Anne Powell, a nurse.
There will also be a pinning and
hooding ceremony.
At 5:30 p.m., Clark and Richmond Colleges will hold their
annual investiture dinner in the
Curris Center. The dinners have
been held for the past two years
by the two colleges Nancy
France, Rich mond College facul·
ty head, said.

Commencement Numbers
Undergraduate figu res

Dec. '98 _. __ 459

Aug. '98 ~ ·• 126
May '98 ___ 581
Dec. '97 _____ 376
Aug. '97 -~- __ 139
May '97 ----. 574
Sour9e: Registrar's Office
John Simanowitz/The News
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National and International .
programs offered on campus
expand the educational boundaries beydnd western Kentucky

Exchange opportunities offered ·on campus
I

CCSA programs are located in England, Ireland,
Canada, South Mrica and Australia.
(OUECE LIFE EDITOR
Another feature of CCSA is the winter break
Ever wonder what it would be like to study in program. It starts the day after Christmas and
a different country or at another school in anoth- lasts two weeks.
"The KIIS program is more based on language
er state? Murray State otTers a large variety of
training
while the CCSA program is more for
programs designed for students to do just that.
academic
training," Bartnick said.
The Kentucky Institute for International
"Nineteen
people went laat year and had a
Studies program coordinates 11 summer and
great
time,"
Cella
said.
two semester study abroad programs. Up to six
International
Business
Seminars is a multicredit hours are available through these courscountry
program
that
enh,nces
global perspeces. The KIIS programs are located in Rome,
tives
on
business.
Austria, China, Ecuador, France, Germany,
"It is devised for business ~ors but many
Italy, Mexico and Spain.
organizational
communication ~ors also go,"
"Basically these programs consist of a lot of
Bartnick
said.
different universities getting their students
The program starts in England, then moves to
together and sending them abroad," Linda BartFrance,
Belgium, Switzerland, the Netherlands
nick, study abroad coordinator, said."This helps
and ends in Germany.
cut down on the cost."
"There are four dift'erent programs set up ai
The Cooperative Center for Study Abroad program is composed of 23 universities throughout different times for different levels of students,"
the United States. The CCSA mainly offers pro- Bartnick said.
Along with the short-term programs there are
grams in English-speaking countries.
"Most students feel comfortable going with also many long-term exchange programs. With
people that they know, but they still get to live these, a student can go for either a seJ!lester or
in and experience a different culture," Ron a year while someone from that country comes
to Murray.
Cella, CCSA campus representative, said.
BY BRANDl WILLIAMS

•

"We send 20 to Regensburg, Germany, each
The National Student Exchange Program
year while 15 come to school here," Bartnick sends students to 155 schools all over the
said.
nation.
Regensburg is just one of the exchange pro"'There are many reasons a person might want
grams. There are 13 exchange programs avail- to do the national exchange," Ross Malone,
able in places such as Costa Rica, England, Fin- director of the national student exchange, said.
land and Japan. There are also two newer ones
'They get an opportunity to see another part of
in Korea and France.
Some students might feel traveling abroad can the U.S., they get to take classes with people
be very expensive, but there are scholarships who are experts in a field we might not have
and financial aid programs available to allow here and they get an opportunity to learn new
skills or sports not available here, like surfing or
more students to attend.
"All federal money follows you abroad," Bart- snowboarding."
nick said. "There are also specific scholarships
Jodie Heffernan began her college career at
available just to go abroad. There is money out the University of North Texas, where she heard
there."
about the National Student Exchange in her
In some countries, students are allowed to freshman future career planning class.
work through the university they are attending
"I wanted to go somewhere completely differwhile abroad. However, this does not apply to ent from my own university, something small,
every country.
"'t depends on how long you are there and located iD a amall town and many studeuts liv·
ing on campus," Heffernan said.
'
what your visa says," Bartnick said.
Heffernan,
who
is
an
organizational
communiMost of the responses to these programs,have
cations
major,
decided
Murray
was
truly
for her
been very favorable.
"It is wonderful," Cella said. "We have had and plans on transferring here.
"While that is not what it is designed for,
many people say that their trip was the highlight of their college experience."
many students do that," Malone said.

Whl
from

Student shares experiences from study abroad
have intense German languageJ
day,
unlike the other classes ~
CONTiltunNG WaiTEI
have twice a week. All of our
Imagine having classes only four days a taught by MSU faculty, except
week and having a long weekend every week- man language class.
end. Think about how hard it would be to Travels
Before I arrived, I was really
decide between going to the mountains to ski
or going to the beach to soak up the rays for how we would get around the ci
the weekend. If you can imagine what this is place to place. The public •-r>ll"'"like, then most likely you have been on a much different here than in
system allows for easy access
study abroad program.
I am currently studying in Regensburg, around town. The train system
Germany, which is about an hour and a half to virtually any city or country
northeast of Munich. When we first arrived to go. Plus, we do quite a b1t of
we were all a little intimidated because of the we are here. Walking along the
language barrier and just simply being in a is great after a long day at.
foreign country. Those were only minor relaxing.
So far, I have visited .......,........._
details.
Now we are traveling all over Europe and the Czech Republic, Holland,
ordering our favorite foods while enjoying the land, Wales and Ireland, not
company of the locals. At first we were a little many cities here in Germany. I
shocked at how many people speak English, if to Italy for a week right at\er
only a little. It makes ordering food and mak- and finals. Of course, we have
ing hotel reservations much easier! One of my share of the October Fest
first expenences with the whole language cultural experience in itself.
barrier was at the local McDonald's. I thought ordering a liter of beer for
I knew what I was ordering and pointed to a bucks and then having a wnrn•
menu in the background. When my order to 12 of these single liter beer
came up, it cost 21 marks, about $15 U.S. dol- her arms!
The weekends are our
lars, and I had three burgers, a large order of
fries and a small drink. I really felt like a Everyone picks different .., __...,~.
weekend. We usually leave
retard! We all learned from that experience.
Depending upon how many hours one Thursday and then return to
takes, we are usually in class from 8 a.m. to Sunday night. We just jump
2:30 p.m. Monday through Thursday. It is Thursday night, sleep the vvnu•••
very similar to being back in high school. The ever we are going and the
advantage is that we do not have Friday wake up and you are there.
classes. We are at a university with a popula- wasted.
During Fall Break, while
tion of about 20,000 students, so if you think
Murray is crowded on the first day of classes, to Spain and France, I
try doubling it within the same amount of with another friend to .a:.u15,""
Yenia Zaba/Guest
space.
then to Ireland. It was a b)
Students who declde to travel to Regensburg, Ge rmany,wlth one of the long term programs might see cathedrals SLtch as this.
The classes are about the same, except we about the whole trip was

Bv CuRTIS BAKER
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Students exchange
adventures abroad
BY TARA SHELBY
STAFf WRIJER

ile In Munich, Germany, one nilght see the Marienplatz; the old town haJI. The entir-e city is In view
the top of Its tower. This is just one of the places to visit through the KIIS program in Germany.

College students hardly have time for travel
while they are going to school, especially travel to foreign countries, but many Murray
State students have found a way to get out of
the states without sacrificing their studies.
They study abroad.
Students give many different reasons for
studying abroad. For some it is an honors program requirement. Others go to learn a new
language. But whatever the reason for going,
students say they have a great time once they
get there.
One of Murray's most popular programs is
in Regensburg, Germany. Students go to class
only four days a week, and Germany's central
location allows for a lot of road trips.
Angie Schilling, senior from Perryville, Mo.,
went to Regensburg for the fall1996 semester.
She took four weeks of classes and then 10
days to travel.
"You learn things that aren't taught in textbooks," Schilling said.
Schilling traveled from Paris to Germany
and got to spend her 20th birthday in Austria.
One of her favorite countries is Switzerland.
"It was beautiful but expensive," she said.
Schilling's experience is not unusual for students who study abroad. Michael Boone,
senior from Paris, Tenn., also got a lot of travel experience while studying in Regensburg
last fall. Even though he took 12 hours of
classes, Boone still had time to travel to seven
countries.
"I learned more just traveling than I did in
class," Boone said. '
Although the classes were beneficial, he
said he did not take any in his major. ·
While it helps to know the language before
arrivin~ in a foreign country, students say
being fluent is not pecessary.
"I learned enougq:German to get around,
order food and make hotel reservations,"
Boone said.
Those who do not know the language are
able to practice their skills at charades. Yenia
Zaba, junior from Madrid, Spain, said her
friend, Matt Gunterman, was trying to buy

Gunterman
travels world

I, Regensburg
class everythat we only
r classes are
t for the Ger-

worried about
~and go from
ortation is so
trray. The bus
to any place
will take you
lhat you wish
walking while
Danube River
ool. It is very
Switzerland,
Belgium, Eng.o mention the
I will be going
Thanksgiving
e all done our
te. That was a
•Just imagine
r bout $6 u.s.
mn carry eight
mugs to you in
1,

aveling days.
,s to go on the
er classes on
egensburg on
on a train on
-e way to wherh morning you
Not a minute
pst people went
led to go along
tnd, Wales and
~ The best part
aing locals that

honey, something he did not know the word
for. To get his point across to the people working in the store, he made buzzing noises and
flapped his hands like wings.
Another experience students say they enjoy
is living with a host family while abroad. This
is P,Ossible for students who go to Munich,
Germany.
Schilling participated in the program this
past summer. She says she especially recommends staying with a family that has children
because they are usually learning English
and often speak German slower than adults,
so they are easier to understand.
Schilling's host parents spoke English, but
she asked them not to so she could practice
her German.
Zaba also stayed with a German family in
Munich.
"I stayed with a family that had teen-agers,"
Zaba said. "They were hard to understand
because they spoke fast and used a lot of
slang."
Both of these students still keep in touch
with their host families and hope to be able to
go visit them again.
Another popular program is a theater program in London. Students in this program
spend two weeks over winter break in England.
.ryou don't get to do as much traveling, and
when you do, it is usually with a big group,"
Boone said.
•
He said this was good for students who had
never been abroad before.
Many say the best part of the experience, no
matter where they went, is the amount of
independence they gained from it.
"One of the best parts is that after realizing
that certain events don't go as planned, you're
still getting around by yourself and proving
your independence," Boone said.
"It makes you more open-minded," Zaba
said. "You learn to make it by yourself even if
you don't speak the language."
Many former study abroad students become
heavy recruiters for the programs, Boone said.
"It's so addictive," Zaba said. "Once you go
on one you have to go back."

would t.uke us places and lell us where to go.
We even met lhis middle-aged couple in Ire·
land that invited us to stay with them for u
few nights while we were there. The Guinness Brewery in Dublin was one of the mustsee places, especially with the free sampling
that followed the tour! Ireland reminded us a
lot of Kentucky and Tennessee. Besides
everyone speaking English, the whole southern hospitality theme was very real there.
Not only did they have great food, but the traditional breakfast was bacon, sausage, eggs,
toast, black pudding and usually fried mushrooms or other vegetable and coffee. This was
a great break from the traditional German
breakfast of hard rolls, salami, cheese. liverwurst and coffee. It was just like home.
Switzerland would have to be my next
favorite country. You can enjoy the sunshine
and the beautiful green valleys or go to the
mountains and climb on icebergs , with 30
inches of snow! It is so amazing. The Swiss
are extremely friendly people and love the
snow, but if you cannot take the extreme cold,
then you might want to stay in the valley.
No matter where we trnvel, there is always
something to do and something new to try.
Getting bored is simply unheard of, except for
on those long train rides. I wish that everyone
could take a littl<: time out of their schedule
und study abroad for just a little while. Personally, my mind nnd my outlook on life has
been broadened so much since I have been
here. You have a greater appreciation for the
little things that we take for granted back in
the USA. I would encourage everyone to look
into studying abroad and see what life has to
offer outside the states. It really i& great!

BY TARA SHELBY
STAFF WRITER

Curtis Baker is a junior public relations
major from Greenfield, Tenn.

M<ttl Gunterm,m/Guest

Matt Gunterman stands on top of the Great Wall while in China.

Matthew Gunterman, junior
from Calhoun, has done more
traveling already than many
people will do in a lifetime.
In the past three years, Gonterman has gone on several
study abroad programs. These
include a London theater pro·
gram, a semester in Regensburg, Germany, and a trip to
China.
It all began over the 1996-97
winter break when Guntennan
realized he had some extra
money and decided to spend it
on a trip to London. He chose
London because he only wanted
to go on a short program to a
country where the people spoke
English.
The part Gonterman says he
enjoyed the most about London
was just hanging out and enjoying the London night-life. The
worst part was the expenses.
"London is a high priced
town," Gunterman said.
In the fall of '97 Gunterrnan
decided to take another trip,
this time for an entire semester
in Regensburg, Germany. He
did it in order to fulfill his honors program requirement.
Like many students, Gunterman chose the Regensburg program because Germany is located in the middle of the European continent. This allows for
many travel opportunities.
While in Europe, Guntcrman
was able to travel to 10 coun-

tries. Of these, he said Germany is his favorite, because he
was completely immersed into
the German culture.
Another perk about Germany
was that Gunterman was able
to keep to his diet and get a lot
of exercise, allowing him to lose
110 pounds.
He also enjoyed the country of
Hungary.
"Hungary was cheap, and
Budapest was exciting," he said.
"The people were very friendly."
Gunterman's most recent trip
was to China this past summer.
He chose this country because
he wanted to experience a completely different culture than
his own .
"I saw parts of the world
where no one had ever seen
anyone like me before," Gunterman said.
Another thing that made this
experience different was the
language and culture barriers.
"I learned to be patient," Gunterrnan said. "You have to realize that no one understands you
or knows what you need."
This trip, Gunterman says,
'
was the time of his life.
While he would definitely go
back to London, the programs
Gunterrnan most recommends
are Regensburg and China.
"People should take advantage of the opportunities available to them, and see the world
as best they can," Gunterrnan
said.
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· Veteran band comes full circle
Musicl?euielu
Jake Burgess a nd
Da nny Vowell
Rush - Different

St~ges

It is said life is a series of
stages, eventually coming
around full circle. With the
release of their live album, Different Stages, the veteran progressive rock band Rush proves
this to be true.
Different Stages delivers on
what the na~e implies. It
shows the different stages of
the band through the years.
The three-disc collection of
songs spans more than 25
years of rock and roll. The first
two discs contain tracks from
their last two tours, the Test
Four Echo Tour in 1997 and
Counterparts in 1994.
The third disc is a concert
from 1978 at the, Hammersmith Odeon in London. This
disc, of particular interest to
long-term fans, contains such
Rush classics as "In the Mood,"
a Led Zeppelin inspired tune,
and "Farewell to Kings."
In the past, Rush live albums
such as All the World's a Stage,
Exit Stage Left and A Show of
Hands have given fans a taste
of what it is like to be present
at a concert. The light show,
the intense sound and the
amazing talent of Geddy Lee,
Alex Lifeson and Neil Peart
show through the music.
Different Stages, however,
gives fans something the previous three live albums did not,
the feeling Rush is in your
room giving you a private show
with aU your favorite songs.
Echoes and screaming fans are
not muted as much as they
were in the past and intensify
the listening experience. •
The mixing of the CD, as well
as the quality of the recordings,
give the illusion the CD is from

~\..t:ClRONJc

Rush during their early stages
of evolution that marks their
unique sound. With Lee's high
voice and pulsing, driving, yet
virtuoistic, bass playing as well
as the fans in the background,
the first-time listener can
understand why they keep
their original fans and gain
new ones every day.
By listening to the set, old
fans can immediately recognize
spot improvisation on a grand
scale wbile new fans will
undoubtedly be taken in by the
complex, multi-layer and stoptime arrangements the band is
so fond of. Undoubtedly, new
listeners will also be amazed at
the lyrical complexity demonAtlantic Records
strated by the band, as well as
Rush defines themselves again with the release of this triple CD the penchant for unusual song
set of live perfonnances.
writing themes.
And, of course, no Rush conone concert, not many concerts in between the intro's short
cert would be complete without
spread over three years of tour- breaks.
ing. The songs jump from one
Disc two contains songs from the performance of the one
.to the other with chit-chat Roll the Bones and Test For song known by heart by all
interjected from Lee, which Echo, as well as older albums. Rush fans, "Tom Sawyer."
Different Stages proves that
keeps the intensity of the show Peart's drum solo, "The
going.
Rhythm Method," shows off the Rush has come full circle, tracThe first disc of the set starts full talent he has with any per- ing the development of the
with "Dreamline,• and goes cussion instrument. The high- band from early metal influinto the classic "Limelight," a light of the second disc, howev- ences through the arena rock,
song dealing with the difficul- er, is the rare performance of synthesizer-laden stage and
ties faced by those who are the obscure song "Cinderella finally the return to hard
always in the camera's eye.
Man," ta.ken from the A rock/metal origins of the band.
The rest of the CD contains Farewell to Kings album.
songs from the their latest
Disc number three immerses Different Stages-A
albums, as well as classics like the listener in the experience of
"The Trees" and the crowd's
cigarette lighter favorite.
Top 5 COs of tbe Week
"Closer to the Heart."
Terrapin Station,.
1
Sunset Boulevard Music
The first disc also contains
the full playing of the Rush
1. R Kelly- R. /
\
1. R Kelly - 'R.
2.
Alanis Morissette - Former
masterpiece "2112," the band's
2.
U2
Best
of
1980
to
1990
Supposed
/nfStuation Junkie
epic tour-de-force which tells
\
3. Beck - Mutations
f
3. Ghetto Commission - Wise
the story of an Orwellian gov(
~.
/'
Guys
ernment of the future which is
4 · Juvenile - 400 degrez (
4. U2 - Best of 1980 to 1990
overthrown through a musical
I
5. 112- Room 112
, - 5. Mia-X -Mama Drama
revolution. The Test For Echo
tour is the first time the band
\
Top Country CPs
,:
has ever played the epic in its
entirety and is the best feature Tractors - Farmers in a
Billy Ray Cyrus - Shot Full of
of all three CDs. The sound
Changing World •
, Love
clarity and intensity makes
John Simanowitz/The News
you shout along with the crowd
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Week.Abecul
Friday, Nov. 13
•Senior recita l - Brian Brown,
euphonium. Performing Arts
Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Building, 8
p.m.
•Theatre - Jesus Christ Superstar with music by Andrew Lloyd
Webber and lyrics by Tim Rice.
Robert E. Johnson Theatre,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, 7 p.m.
Phone 762-6997 for ticket information.

Saturday, Nov. 14 ·
•NBHA barre l race - Training
barrels and open 3-D. West Kentucky Exposition Center, 3 p.m.
Phone 762-3039 for more information.
•Concert - Air Supply, Paducah,
J.R. 's Executive Inn, tickets $23.
For reservations and information
phone (502) 443-8000.
•Theatre - Jesus Christ Superstar with music by Andrew Lloyd
Webber and lyrics by Tim Rice.
Robert E. Johnson Theatre in
the Doyle Fine Arts Center, 7
p.m. Phone 762-6997 for ticket
information.

Sunday, Nov. 15
•Bible study - MCF house, 7
p.m.
•Sunday school - Chi Alpha,
Hart lobby, 10 a.m.
•Theatre - Jesus Christ Superstar with music by Andrew Lloyd
Webber and lyrics by Tim Rice.
Robert E. Johnson Theatre in
the Doyle Fine Arts Center, 2
p.m. Phone 762-6997 for more
information.

Monday, Nov. 16
•Bible s tudy - Chi Alpha, Hart
lobby, 9 p.m.
•Pre-bus iness orientation Training session for individuals
interested in starting a business.
Covers the basics, including permits, licensing and financial and
business planning. Cost is $5
per person. Participants must
preregister. Business Building,
Room 254, 9 to 11 a .m. Phone
762-2856 for more information.
eJan ensemble concert Lovett Auditorium, 8 p.m.

•Monday Night Live - BSU, 6
p.m.

Tuesday, Nov. 17
•Red pin bowling - Curris Center Game Room, 6 to 9 p.m.
•Bible study - Newman House,
5p.m.
•Nursing home ministry -Ghi
Alpha house, 6:15 p.m.
•Recital - Guest artist Alice
Hopper, voice. and Marie Taylor,
piano. Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, 6:30 p.m.
•Brass concert - Performing
Arts Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Building, 8 p.m.
.SCulpture Invitational - Works
by Suzanne Adams, Jack Girard,
Duane Paxson and Nicole
Tschampel. Eagle Gallery in the
Doyle Fine Arts Center. Runs
through Dec. 18.

Wednesday, Nov. 18
•Worship - MCF house, 7 p1m.
•Free meal - Open to all University students, Newman House, 5
p.m.
•Bible study - Chi Alpha. Curris
Center Theater, 7 p.m.
•Blood pressure s creening Curris Center in front ofT-Room,
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Open to the
public. Free. Phone 762-3029 for
more information.

Thursday, Nov. 19
•Senior recital - Sean Corbett,
trombone. Performing Arts Hall,
Doyle Fine Arts Building, 8 p.m.
•Prayer meeting - Chi Alpha.
Third floor Curris Center Sofa
Lounge, 7:15 a .m.
-Great American Smokeout MSU American Humanics 350
class is sponsoring the Adopt a
Smoker program. Participants
will be given a survival kit to
share with a smoker. No cost.
Call the MSU Wellness Center at
762·3029 for more information.
•Theatre - Jesus Christ Superstar with music by Andrew Lloyd
Webber and lyrics by nm Rice.
Robert E. Johnson Theatre in
the Doyle Ane Arts Center, 7
p.m. Phone 762-6997 for .more
information.
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s-~MIET(\-s-~ *Hands-on "Industry-Sensitive"
S
~
program
~
g *Many fields of specialization
-< after graduation
•
•
*Outstanding job placement
program
*Financial aid to those who
PADUCAH
qualify
KENTUCKY
0
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THE CAREERS:
Industrial Electronics - Avionics Computer Technology
Communications - Automation Bio-Medical Electronics - And
More!
THE COMPANIES:
Tennessee Valley Authority North Star Steel - Rockwell
International - Nortel - Hewlett
Packard- Intel - And More!
Classes Start January 25

Call Today For More
Information!

.•
-•

1-800-995-4438
The Institute Of
Electronic Technology
SINCE 1964

509 South 30th St.
Ppducah, KY 42001
444-9676
800-995-4438

,
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Knights celebrate anniversary
sal Zulu Nation. This week is a
celebration of the 24th anniversary of the Universal Zulu
This week the Emerald Nation. The Knights also hope
Knights have organized several to increase student awareness
events on campus. The Emer- of their group by the activities
ald Knights is a hip-hop culture held this week.
The Emerald Knights conand service group.
sists
of about 25 members. The
"The purpose of the Emerald
group
embraces diversity in its
Knights is to promote unity on
campus," Steven Spada:fino, membership. Spadafino said
chapter leader for the Emerald males, females and people of all
Knights, said. "We hold meet- ages and races are welcome to
ings biweekly and discuss join.
"This week is about awareeverything from religion,
music, politics and also differ- ness,n Spadafino said. "We
ent issues that relate to the want people to ask questions
and clear up any misconcephip-hop scene."
Emerald Knights is the West tions they might have about
Kentucky chapter of the world- our group."
The group is involved in
wide organization, the UniverBY j ULIE W OLFE

STMF W RITER

many activities including being
part of Da Urban, a hip-hop
video show based in Murray
that bas just been picked up by
a station out of Louisville. The
group is also involved in charities around t he area.
The week kicked off Monday
with a music swap held in Hart
Coffee House and continued
throughout the week with various activities. Some of these
activities included the a hiphop movie marathon and also
"The Graffiti Art Movement," a
lecture given by Dr. Peggy
Schrock.
Tonight is Friday Funk, a
party in t he Curris Center
Domino's, starting at 10.

On Saturday, the Emerald
Knights will hold Saturday
Knight Flava II, a party held at
the Woodman of the World in
Murray.
The
downtown
Knights will have tv~·o music
groups, seven disc jockeys and
break dancers from Nashville
and Louisville. There will be a
dance contest and an open
microphone.
"It is going to be a big weekend with the basketball and
football games in town,"
Spadafmo said. "People will be
looking for something to do
when they are over. It's going
to be a good time, and hopefully people will learn something
about the hip-hop culture."

Just a little off the top
I

Michael Ward/The News

Ben Watkins, junior frotn Owe nsboro, adds finishing
touches to his woodcarving project.

Author to speak on historic Kentucky family
BY KRISTIN HILL
STAFF W RITER

Hugh A Ridenour will speak on his
book, "The Greens ofFalls of Rough: A
Kentucky Family Biography," on
Tuesday at 7:30p.m. in Wrather Auditorium.
Ridenour's presentation will begin
the James 0. Overby Kentucky History and Culture Series this semester.
The vision that the late James Overby had was to create a series of pro-

grams that would "highlight his
intense passion for Kentucky history,"
Duane Bolin, chairman of the committee that selects the programs, said.
The series began two years ago at
the University.
Bolin said Overby, a University general counselor and attor ney, wanted to
illustrate all aspects of culture,
including history, music and art.
"The goal of proyiding a range of
programs is being satisfied by art
exhibits, Kentucky writers and histo-

Would you like to be a

rians," he said. "Overby wanted to
show the richness of Kentucky culture."
Bolin said Ridenour, a speaker for
Kentucky Humanities Council, was
his high school history teacher and an
inspiration to him in choosing his own
career.
"I know that he is a master teacher,"
Bolin said. "He has just written a new
book and I know it well and know that
it is good."
Ridenour's presentation will be

1999

Co.unselo'7

-

um Requirements:
• 2. 7S cumulative GPA

• 24 credit hours completed at MSU by December
• Campus involvement is strongly encouraged

ine for Application:
November 16
Applications may be pi~ked up in the
Scho~l Relations Office or the SGA Office
Interviews will be held Nov. 16-18
Selection workshop held Nov.18 in Curris Center
Ballroom, 6-9 p.m.

Bolin said the programs are for the
community, but the committee would
like to see an audience pulled from the
University, including both faculty and
students.
This particular program in the
James 0. Overby Kentucky History
and Culture Series is funded in part
by the Kentucky Humanities Council
and the National Endowment for the
Humanities.
There will be a reception and book
signing following the program.

AlphaJ Delta Pi
\Velooates its New
Initiates
'

ummer Orientation

•
•
•
•
•

about the Green family from Falls
Rough, a town in eastern Kentucky.
He will talk about the family's estate,
which he likens to a Medieval manor.
Bolin said the Green family grew its
own food there and had a general
store. He said not only was the land
beautiful, but it was also economically
self-sufficient.
The Greens were prominent people
in Kentucky. Some of the brothers
were friends of Henry Clay and served
in the United States Congress.

'

~Carrie 0Palewski
Melissa Arnold
KellY Poole
Rachel Brooks
Candance Carlisle Karen Rahlfs.
MarY Ann Crutcher Michelle Ratliff
Aimie Russell
CrYstal DeJuliis
Catherine Seaton
Christina' Ebelhar
Larissa Shoemaker
BetsY Greer
MandY SPeer ·
Jennifer Hendrix
Chanda Swift
Kristen HenrY
Ursula Thielen
Brooke HensleY
Jilliane Mont!!omerY LYnseY Walters
Karen Mudd
Allison Zollner

For more information, contact Kathy Hillyard In
the School Relations Office at 762·3316.
Attendance to this information meeting Is not necessary.

...

Be a part of histo~y as the The Murray State Racers host their season
opener against Southern Illinois Salukis, in the newly opened
Regional Special Events Center.
Date: Saturday, Nov. 14
Regional Spedal
Events Center
Time: 6 p.m.

____
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Sports/Jrief'
Fue nte finalist
for Payton Award
Racer quarterback Justin
Fuente has been listed as
one of the I0 finalists for
the NCAA Division 1-AA's
Walter Payton Award.
Fuente, junior from
Tulsa, Okla, has guided the
Racers to a 7-2 record in
his first season at Murray.
,· This seaso'n alone the 6foot-2-inch 210 pound
Fuente, has completed
180-322 passes for 2,407
yards, 19 touchdowns and
just eight interceptions.
The Payton Award is
presented to the top player in Division 1-AA football
as voted by the, media,
coaches and athletic directors around the nation.
The winner will be
announced on Nov. 30 in
New York.

Rifle Team
defeats Morehead
The Murray State Rifle
team won a dual meet at
Morehead State. The MSU
Gold team took the event
with an aggregate score of
6,099. The Racer Blue
team came in second with
an aggregate score of
5,965
The team is currently
competeing over the next
two weekends in a 25
team meet at Xavier, in
Cincinnati.

Tickets available
for Racers vs SIU

In the six days between exhibition games, first year Racer
Head Coach Tevester Anderson
held four practices to work on
mistakes his team made in its
first contest against VASDA.
On Monday, the Racers held
their last dress rehearsal of the
year, when they hosted BC
Kandit of Croatia at the
Regional Special Events Center.
The first half saw the Racers
repeatedly building seven to 10
point leads, to which Kandit
would soon close to within one
or two points.
For the Racers, Isaac Spencer
proved to be a one man show,
accounting for 24 of the Racers
60 first half points, as they
went into the locker room with
a 60-49 advantage.
In the second half, the Racers
came out shooting, with
Spencer taking a supporting
role for the last part of the
game. In fact, he would go on to
add only four points in the second half, to finish the game
with 28 points.
The Racers quickly added to
their advantage, extending
their cushion to 20 points.
This time the visitors could
not manage to get the Racers'
lead lower than eight points.
When it was all said and
done, the Racers came out with
a 107-84 victory over their visiting foes.

SportLight

· Highly touted transfer Marlon Towns was held to seven
points in the contest.Towns
bruised his ribs early in the
second half, but should not
miss any action because of the
injury.

NBA Lo ckout
games missed
through Thursday
As of yesturday, the
NBA lockout has •caused
the cancellation of 69
games. In addition, the
earliest the season can
resume is Dec. 8.
Source: USA Today
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s upposed to," Towns said. "I
didn't get many shots tonight,
though."

BY EDDIE GRANT
SPORTS EDITOR

The game's high scorer came
from the vis iting team.
Dubravko Zemljic hit 12-22
from the field and added four
free throws for a total of 31
points.

Justin Fuente and Mica
Wojinski are in the Racer
Sportlight this week.
Fuente, junior quarterback from Tulsa, Okla.,
connected on 25-45 passes for 396 yards, a career
high and third best in
school history, and three
touchdowns. It was also
good enough to earn him
Co-OVC Offensive Player
of the Week.
Mica Wojinski, junior
setter from Austin, Texas,
dished out 25 assists in the
volleyball team's loss to
Tennessee Tech.
This moves her into fifth
place on the Murray State
single season assists list
with I, I IS this season.

The Murray State News

Racers win
exhibition;
ready for 51 U

Tickets are still available
for the Racers season
opener Saturday against
Southern Illinois. Fans may
call 762-4895 for ticket
information.

Justin Fue nte,
Mica Wojinski

~

"I'm not doing as good as I'm

Towns feels his team will be
ready for Southern Illinois.
"We are so athletic, we don't
think anybody in the conference can jump with us or run
with us," Towns said. "If we get
the ball inside, which is our
game plan, and play defense
like coach wants us to, we
should be all right."

As far as the mistakes the
team worked on before this
game, Anderson feels his team
is improving.
"I thought we did well,"
Anderson said. "We didn't turn
the ball over as many times as
we did last time, and we made
better decisions offensively."
Anderson said the team still
needs to get used to each other,
and once they learn each other's tendencies and get a bond,
he believes they will be a good
team.

As far as Spencer's first half
performance, Anderson feels
that is the way he needs to
play.
"He's going to be our bread
and butter guy," Anderson
said. "He has done a fantastic
job inside, which is what we
need from him."

As far as surprises on the
team, Anderson feels three of
his players have really stepped
up their level of play.
"Duane (Virgil), Marvin
(Gay) and Aubrey (Reese) have
played better in these games,"
he said. "Aubrey has really
played better than I thought he
would. He is a gamer."
The Racers start the regular
season, as well as begin their
defense of the Ohio Valley Conference crown tomorrow night
at 6 p.m., when they host
Southern illinois.
The event will also be used to
christen •the Regional Special
Events Center as the new home
of Murray State basketball.

ny Vow•
N~lH '
Murray State forward Isaac Spencer concentrates on holding onto the ball as he goes up for a '
rebound in the Racers' I 07-84 exhibition victory over BC Kandit, a Croatian team. The Racers :
start the regular season Saturday when they host Southern Illinois at 6 p.m .
:
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MSU's next OVC title no easY task
BY jASON BILLINGSLEY
Eorroa

AssiSTANT SPORTS

overall, with a 5-1 OVC
record.

The Racers will play
The Murray State Racers football team has the Tennessee State
exceeded the expectations Tigers, who also have
of those who coach only one OVC loss, in an
impromptu conference
against them.
championship
game SatAfter being picked to
urday
at
1
p.m.
at Roy
finish third in the conferStewart
Stadium.
MSU
ence at the beginning of
got
to
t
his
point
by
beatthe season by the Ohio
ing
Eastern
illinois
last
Valley Conference coaches, MSU is one win away Saturday, while TSU
from clinching its third defea ted Tennessee Tech .
This is only the 11th
OVC title in the last four
meeting between the
years.
MSU is currently 7-2 tea ms. The Racers have

won the last three meetings, but TSU has a 3-2
record in games played at
Murray, with the Tigers'
last win coming in 1994.
MSU and TSU also
have a recent conference
title history. MSU defeated the Tige rs in 1995 a nd
1996 to clinch outrigh t
OVC titles.
Murray State has three
hot weapons, two on the
offens ive side of the ball
and one on special teams.
Quarterba ck
,Justin
Fuente, receiver Connie

Moore and kicker Greg
Miller are all coming ofT
career-best perfonnances
laRt week.

has passed for 2,284
yar ds and 17 touchdowns
on the season. His
favorjte target is Tyrone
Butterficld, who has 55
receptions so far this
year, with nine touchdownl:>. Brent Sterling
leads the Tiger defense
with' 70 tackles and 6.5
sacks on the season.

first m mv
ballot for the
•
I
conches poll at the begmnmg of the season," Johnson sairl.

•

The Racer defenRc has
Johnson nlso said TSU
also been on a roll the last
has some good athletes on
two weeks. Led by Marits team.
cus Stepp, Chris Vaughn
"They have a thletic . <
and Kenneth Knotts, the
obilit.y on buth s1dcs of .
Racer defense held TTU
the hall," ,Johnson said. ..·~
to 3 points two wcckfl ago
"They have gr£>nL oflen- •~ .•
and held Eastern Illinois
MSU Head Coach Densive weapons, a goOd •..
to 197 total yards last • ver JohnRon said he
defe;1se nnd they're tal- ·.
week.
thought 'l'SU would be
cntcd at all the positions.
tough at the beginning of
We're going t.o have to ~
Tennessee State i:-; led
t he season.
offensively by quar terplay extn•mPly Wl'll to ~·
back Leon Murray, who
"! nctually pickl•d ·r~U lwallhern.''
·~;..

.

.
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Racers vs. TSU; football as good as it gets ··~
In the storied history of football there ha ve been games,
both tn the college and professional ranks, that are remembered for just who won or who
didn't . These contests have
been remembered for the
weather, for individua l performances, records broken or tied
or for something on the line. As
a result of games like these,
subplots can give even the most
routine of games special significance. This weekend's contest
between Murray State and
Tennessee State is one such
game.
Granted, it won't be televised

Sports
Talk~
EDDIE
GRANT

nationally and the h ighlights
probably won't be seen on
ESPN, but there ar e other
things that make this mor e
than just a run-of-the-mill contest.
First of all, it will be the last

home game of the year for the
Racers, who have not lost. a
home game since Oct 18, 1997.
Secondly, the game will decide
the winner of the Ohio Valley
Confere nce. This means the
winne r will automatically
advance to the NCAA playotl's,
something Mur ray hasn' t done
in two year s, when they lost to
Troy State in the second round
3 1-3 in 1996.
This game also finds Racer
quarterback ,Justin Fuente on
the brink of history, as he is
only 406 passi ng yards away
from setting the Murray and
Ohio Valley Conference record

for pnssing ynrds in a single
season. The current record is
2,Ml2 set hy Michacll 1 roctl)r in
l989. Fuente is also only seven
touchdwns away from setting
the single-season touchdown
passe:; mark for ).1urray. The
current record is 25, set by
La rry 'l'illman in 1968.
Aside from these game-related factors. the weather forecast
say!'> the temperature for the
1::!0 p.m. kickoff w11l he in the
40s, I consider this perfect football weather, aR I am from
Pittsburgh, a quinteAsenthd
cold-weather font ball town in
its uwn right., which is known

f(>r

fuolball games in cold

wentht~r.

~~

To think a team picked to fin- ';l~
ish third in the confer('nce, that ~~
started out ranked 19th in the ~
natton in DiVIsion l·AA, is now ,-5;
:ll
playing for the championship •
while blliug rankc·d 7th in the ~
natton rs slaggcnng.
";\
In s hort., 11' you haven't, gun~ ~
to n Haccr font.ball game this ~ ,l
year, thPn this is the one you 'f;j
shouldn't miss, hPcnusc it will ~
be one game this University ;.{i

.
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f.;ddie Grmzt is .:;ports editor for
The Murray State News.
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· Racers' 'complete package' leads· defense
BY )ASON BILLINGSLEY
ASSJSTANT SPORTS EDITOR

With an Ohio Valley Conference title within the Racers'
grasp on Saturday, the Racers'
defensive
captain ,
Chris
Vaughn, is one of the few Racers left on the team that was
there for the two titles MSU
won in the mid-'90s.
Vaughn is one of only 12
seniors on this year's team, but
only three of those s'eniors are
on the offensive squad. That
leaves nine seniors to lead th e
MSU defense, currently r anked
s econd in the OVC.
Vaughn was hea vily recruited out of high school in Tallahassee, Fla. He was voted one
of the top 25 linebackers in t he
st ate of Florida by Dwight
Thomas Recruiting, and he was
an All-District and All-Region
player for Amos P. Godby High
School i n the North/South

Florida Shrine Game.
When Vaughn got to MSU,
things weren't as they are now
for the Racers. Vaughn can
remember his redshirted freshman year in 1994, a season
MSU finished 5-6, and the feeling of coming back the next
season as con ference champs.
"It felt pretty good in 1995 to
go 11-0 afterlosing 73-17 in the
final game of 1994," Vaughn
said. "To come back like that
the next season was truly
remarkable. We were tired of
losing, and we had a mind set
and determination to change
this program from a losing program back into a winner."
The Racers' 5-6 record in
1994 was, in fact, the best
record the Racers had in a
seven-year stretch of losing
seasons.
All of that changed the next
two years, when the Racers
won back-to-hack conference

Chris Vaughn:
The linebacker
leads the Racers
in tackles with 96,
has two forced
fumbles, a fumble
recovery and has
one Interception
this year.

titles. After the 1996 season
was over, however, Head Coach
Houston Nutt left MSU for
Boise State before going to the
University
of
Arkansas.
Vaughn and MSU once again
faced a critical turning point.
Vaughn said he remembers
when Denver Johnson took the
helm after Nutt left to coach
Boise State.
"At first it was a little hard to
get used to a new coach,"
Vaughn said. "A lot of other
people were questioning Coach
Johnson at the beginning with
him being a new coach. After I
met him, l immediately

respected him for being Coach
J oh nson, not someone else.
Nutt and Johnson a r e both
great in their own merit, but
they are two completely differ ent people."
After Johnson's first season,
Vaughn said everything has
started to fall into place.
"The difference is now that
everyone believes in the team
concept," he said. "That wasn't
there before. It was a h ard time
for everyone, since th at was
practically a new team last season. Denver did a great job by
finishing 7-4. The coaches and
staff now have their own identity. We're starting to trust
each other ."
Vaugh n has been a team
leader for the Racers, as he wa s
voted a team capta in his junior
season, a fea t h e is very proud
of.
"'To be ch osen as one of the
team captains as a j unior is

very rare," he said. "My peers isn't a better place.
on the football team voted for
"I couldn't be on a better
this, which means my team- team or a better place than
mates respect me. I feel truly MSU," Vaughn said. "The
honored by that.•
coaches, teachers and residents
Joh nson also holds high here are great. I also have my
praise for Vaughn.
best friends on the football
"He is the complete pack- team:
age," Johnson said. "H e is
Vaughn says the way to suceverything you would want in a cess in football comes from
person a nd a football player. practice.
He is a fine football player, a
"The way to become a cham·
good student and a great friend pion is to have a great practice
to those who know him. I would mentality," Vaughn said . "By
say ther e isn't a nyone who that, I mean you have to come
holds ill feelings for Ch ris."
' to practice ready to work and lo
J oh nson a lso said he sees get better. You have to do these
Vaughn as a great coach some- things every time you step on
time.
the field, whether it's for prac"He will be a great. coach tice or a game."
someday in the future," JohnVaughn's attitude for pracson said. "It's what he wants to tice has shown for the Rncers,
do, a nd we can a lways use as they prepare to play for the
some good men in this profes- conference title Saturday,
sion."
which would be the third conVaughn has made a home at ference title in Vaughn's career
Murray State and feels there at Murray State.

Volleyball team looks to finish season on high ·note
BY )ASON BILLINGSLEY
AsSISTANT SPOttTS EDITOR

The Murray State volleyball
squad finished ou t its home
schedule this weekend against
the Middle Tennessee State
Lady Raiders and the Tennessee Tech Golden Ea gles,
and in the process tried to
clinch a berth i n the Ohio Valley Conference tournament.
The OVC tou rnamen t has

taken a new format this .year.
The tournament only has six
teams in it, and the OVC regular-season champion hosts the
event.
MSU defeated MTSU last
Friday, sweeping the squad in
three games, 15-6, 15-8, 15-6.
The Racers were led by junior
Rachel Kulp, who had 13 kills,
12 digs and three aces. These ·
were match highs for both
squad s. Fr eshman Jessica

Campus Activities Board
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Team Worker
Creative

"Anytime you start three or
four freshmen a match , you're
going to
into some rookie
mistakes," Schwepker said.
"Our experience level is not
where I would like it to be.
With the youth on our squad,
it's tough to tell how we handle
different pr essure situations
that come u p du ring the season.
"We've not had a good
momentum streak either way

Wood contributed 11 kills for
Murray State was paced by
the Racers, while Mica Wojins- Kulp's 10 kills and Wojinski's
ki led all players with 36 25 assists. This moved Woj insk.i into fifth place on the Murassists.
The Racers followed last Fri- ray State single-season assists
days gatne with a disappoint- list with 1,115, 69 behind foring three game lose. the next mer Racer Denise Donnelly's
day against Tennessee Tech, 1992 total of 1,184, and 70
behind Donnelly's 1993 total of
15-6, 15-8, 15·6.
The Golden Eagles outhit the 1,185.
Racer Head Coach David
Racers .339 to .114, because of
a .475 attack percentage in the Schwepker said he was concerned about'his team's youth.
first game.
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Congratulations
to the St aff of
Tile Murray

STATELINE
WESTERN WORLD INC.
PRO RODEO EQUIPMENT

High-Energy
Disciplined

run

WESTERN WEAR, TACK

FEED & TRAILERS
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state News

492-6144
,
1842 STATE LINE RD. W.
HWY. 893 WEST • I
LYNDA WARD
HAZEL, KY 42049
LARRY WARD

on winning the
Pacemaker

Non·Traditional/ Commuter
PUblicity
Special Event•
~-~
Production I Sound & Lights
Call ext. 6951 or stop by the SGA Office and Sign Up!

.M.P. Day
!loin .U.s Making e.rogress
• You provide us with your opinions & Ideas
• We provide you with FREE stuff & better SGA
service

9 A.M. • 3 P.M. Surveys available In:
Faculty Hall
Business Building
Special Education
Fine Arts
From 11 A.M. - 1 P.M. & 5 P.M. - 7 P.M.

this season he said. Our
matches always depend on •
how everyone is going to play ·
that particular match."
The Racers finish their rcgu- •
lar season this weekend with
two matches on the road. The
team first travels to Southeast
Missouri State tonight, and
then the Racers will travel to
the probable host school of next
week's Ohio Valley Conference
toumamentt Eastern Illinois.

'Tell Us What You Think'
SEX:

MALE

FEMALE

CLASSIFICATION:

FRESH SOPH.

HOUSING:

RESIDENTIAL COLLEGES
COMMUTER

JR.

SR.

GRAD. STUDENT
COLLEGE COURTS

1. The Residential Colleges have had a direct, positive impact on my stay at MSU:
Strongly Agree I Agree I Neutral 1 Disagree 1 Strongly Disagree

2. The faculty are responsive to the needs of the students:
SA I A I N I 0 I SO

3. ' The administration is responsive to the needs of the students:

'

SA I A I N I 0 I SO

4. The SGA is responsive to the needs of the students:
SA I A I N I 0 I SD
5. The Board of Regents is responsive to the needs of the students:

Available Tuesday,
Nov. 17, 1998:

SA I A I N I 0 I SD

..

6. How do you rate the quality of education?
Excellent 1 Very Good I Good 1 Fair I Poor

7. How do you rate the quality of the facilities (facilities include parking, library,
labs and classrooms)?
THE ARMOUR OF THE GODS

71'

Q.~LtlL Rent Two
New Arrivals

E I VG I G I F I P
8. How do you rate housing (RC halls, dining and College Court s)?

E I VG I G I F I P

ONLY $3

..

Monday thru Thursday

SCREAM
Student Coalition for Reform in. Education,
Administration and Management

\

., .
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Pro Predictions

Racers defeat Eastern Illinois
B Y )ASON BILLINGSLEY
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Racers traveled to
Charleston, Ill., last' Saturday with a chance to
setup a conference title
game this weekend in
Murray.
To do that, MSU would
have to beat the Eastern
Illinois Panthers, who
were coming off a sixpoint home loss to Tennessee State the previous
weekend.
Both teams were feeling
each other out in the first
quarter, as both teams
struggled
offensively.
MSU did drive 27 yards in
nine plays early in the
quarter, but had to settle
on a 32-yard Greg Miller
field goal for a 3-0 lead.
The field goal par ade
continued for the Racers
in the ' second qparter.
After an EfU turnover in
. its own territory early in
•· the second quarter, MSU
, · could only gain six yards
· before settling for another

field goal.
EIU finally got on the
board with a touchdown
run from Shaun Grace to
take a one-point lead.
The Racers got excellent
field position late iri the
first half, but could only
get one first down and
kicked another field goal
for a 9-7 lead going into
the locker room.
MSU Head Coach Denver Johnson said he was
concerned
with
the
amount of field goals the
Racers were kicking.
"I was concerned about
our inability to run the
football when we got into
Eastern's territory," Johnson said. "We had to settle
for too many field goals in
my opinion. We have to
score tou chdowns when
we get in that close."
Early in the third quarter, the Racers once again
got excellent field position, but had to settle on a
Miller field goal to extend
their lead to five points.
EfU responded later in

the quarter with a nine point conversion.
play, 47-yard drive capped
After EIU failed to score
by another short Grace on its next drive, Fuente
touchdown run to take the threw his third touchlead back 13-12, after down pass of the game, a
missing the two-point con- 44-yard pass to Brandon
Warfield, to put the Racversion.
In the fourth quarter, ers ahead for good, 35-21.
MSU quarterback Justin
Fuehte had a record-setFuente started to open up ting day for the Racers,
the passing game on the throwing for 396 yards
Panthers' defense, who and three touchdowns.
had trouble stopping it all The 396 yards in one
game.
game for Fuente was the
MSU's first drive in the highest of his career and
fourth quarter led to the third highest total in Mur·
Racers' first touchdown of ray State history.
the game, a 25-yard pass
Coach Johnson was
from Fuente to Terrence pleased to get a difficult
Tillman. The two-point road victory.
"We're glad to win this
conversion gave MSU a
game," Johnson said.
20.13lead
Eastern lllinois capital- "Anytime you go on the
ized on a 1~ punt return road in this league, it's no
to take a 21-20 lead on a small feat when you come
Grace run and a two-point away with a victory. You
have earned it. This sets
conversion.
Fuente led the Racers up an OVC title game at
back into the lead when home this week, and we're
he connected with Justin very excited about it. Our
Bivins on a 60-yard touch- team really responded to
down pass and took a 28- every challenge in this
20 lead after another two- game."

All ages welcome!

Actlvites: Cemlvel, Adopt •
Smoker, Poster Contest Display,
Speakers and Info Booths
Adopt ASmoker sign up at
Currls Center, November 18
from 1ta.m.·2p.m.

Sponsored by The American Concer Society, American Humanics,
and Murray State Health Services
contact Ro ger W eis at 762-3808

I0

""'"'.,. ...

Eddie Grant

Jason Billingsley

Minnesota 10
M1ami1
Buffalo 4
NY Jets 14
Philadelphia 14
Pittsburgh 1
St. Louis 6
San Francisco 17
Oakland 3
San Diego 7
Dallas 7
Green Bay 14
Jacksorwille 7
Detroit 10
Denver 10

Minnesota 7
Miami 3

Minnesota 13
Miami 6

Buffalo 6
NY Jets 4

Buffalo 10

thu~ far

Last week

10-5

CENTRAL
JACKSONVILLE 7·2
PmSBURGH 6-3
TENNESSEE 5·4
BALTIMORE 3·6
CINCINNATI 2·7

8·7

CENTRAL

EAST
DALLAS 6-3
ARIZONA 5-4
NY GIANTS 3-6
PHILADELPHIA 2·7
WASHINGTON 1-8

MINNESOTA 8·1
GREEN BAY 8-3
TAMPA BAY 4·5
CHICAG03-6
DETAOIT2·7

WEST

WEST
DENVER 9-0
OAKLAND 8-3
SEATILE 5·4
KANSAS CITV 4-5
SAN DIEGO 3-6

SAN FRANCISCO 7·2
ATlANTA 7-2
NEW ORLEANS 4·5
ST, LOUIS 3·6
CAROLINA 1·8

John Simanowitz/The News

Auto • Farm • Home • Renters · Health • Mobile Home • Boat • l1fe • Busme11

The more you INSURE
,.
10°'0 Car Policy Discount
5%Home Policy Discount .

The more you SAVE!

The 74 Organizations Represented
MSU Students (approximately 650 in attendance)
MSU Faculty
MSU Student Ambassadors
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
Development &Alumni Affairs Office
Studenl Affairs Office
Provost Office
Curris Center Staff
Food Service Staff
Public Safety Staff
Facilities Management Staff
Regional Special Events Center Staff
The Murray State News
MSU1V
News Bureau
Pepsi Cola (for the signs)
Murray Tourism Commission

When you insure both your home and
your vehicle with us, you'll snvl'
w~·,;, on your car insur<lnce and
5% on your home, farm or
mobile home owrtcr pnlicy. See
STUART ALEXANDER .md st;1rt
saving today!

At. to • Farm • Home • Remers • Hulth • Mobile Home • Bo~t • LJe • Bus.nes\

\

Tis the Season
Don't feel like
cooking toni ght?
Stop by Peels
Pub & Sub for
one of the BEST
Subs in West TN.

Cllrdio-Kic:ldloxlng Is ttasy •o
leem. No ~ ct"toreogq·

1 75 L
Srntrl'cf'
VnrJka $1 "' •jC)

175 L C1·
Royc!l S u

1\11

~~:=,

6" Subs $3.23
12" Subs $5.99

CatdiO-KkldJoxing i& addictive!
lt'a • workoUt you look lotWard 1o

Mdl ClaY without bt,t\y,
~lpmon.t.

disprove:
ship.

A 1-'\4

14·1

NFC

EAST
MIAMI6·3
NY JETS 8-3
BUFFALO 5--4
NEW ENGLAND 5--4
INDIANAPOLIS 1·7

ph)'.

myth: students Clon'tvalne the doUar

A.4-'i 1

AFC

myth: all students procrastinate.

disprove: start early.

NY Jets 10
Washington 3
Philadelphia 3
Pittsburgh 3
Pittsburgh 6
New Orteans 7 St. Louis 3
Atlanta 7
San Francisco 3
Seattle 3
Seattle 6
Baltimore 7
San Diego 3
Dallas 10
Dallas 6
Green Bay 7
Green Bay 3
Jacksonville 14 Jacksonville 10
Chicago 3
Detroit 7
• Oenver 11
Denver7
•picks and margin of victory

LEAGUE STANDINGS THROUGH WEEK 10

C:areer Servic es says ...
TIIANK Y O U to the
following for h e lping
t o make t he
1998 Fall Career F air
a Success!

NOVEMBER 19
Join us In activities
at Murrey State Univ.
Curris Center
9a.m.·2p.m.

MINNESOTA vs Cincinnati
CAROLINA vs Miami
BUFFALO vs New England
INDIANAPOLIS vs N Y Jets
WASHINGTON vs Philadelphia
TENNESSEE vs Pittsburgh
ST. LOUIS vs New Orleans
ATLANTA vs San Francisco
OAKLAND vs Seattle
SAN DIEGO vs Baltimore
ARIZONA vs Dallas
NY GIANTS vs Green Bay
JACKSONVILLE vs Tampa Bey
DETROIT vs Chicago
KANSAS CITY vs Denver
•Home teams capitalized

Yickett

c:xrxn;ivo

Cllrdlo-KiekboJting wnlt\.~;1 Ml,l$l;le
& Fitncas ~zine l1lted Cardlo~ u ihe ~ cabftl·

tunfr\g :wortwut avliibblo f!Jd;ly.
~ lll1

nnw:A.o

~hour.

eoo

calories

myth: the ymca is boring.

?SO rnl

Call Today!
disprove: try aerobics, weights, swimming, volunteering, getting a fitness assessment.

AI'

E:oldrlCta
Chdrtj

7131111

Bennge
wlute Z1n

, ''u mL

$5 98

myth: the ymca is only for men.
Becks 0drk

disprove: 49°/o of ymca members are women!

S7.16 6 pk

1413 Olive Blvd.• Murray
the murray family ymca In november and get november free
based on 6 month membership
(december- may I cost $23 x 6 = $138)
sign up now through may for only $113

Un!Pi!S 'Your Potcnt1al

come and support t he Racers on as they
Battle t he SIU Saluki's.
Game Time 6 p.m. in t he
Regional Special Event s Center
I

,

S 13 39
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word sprinklers," he said.
"Sprinklers don't save lives,
they save property."
SGA President at UK Nathan
Brown said while students at
his school may not see a raise in
fees, programs which were supposed to be implemented will

now probably be put on hold.
"Next year we won't see a
raise in student fees because of
the sprinklers," he said. "We've
had such high fees in the past ,
we've been slowly implementing those into our dorms. There
are only two dorms without
sprinklers, and we're going to
use reserve funds to pay for
these other two over the neft
couple of years. The problem I

have is that this reserve fund
could have been used for other
repairs and maintenance."
One casualty of the mandated
improvements could be Internet
connections in the dorm rooms,
Brown said.
"'We already have the highest
housing fees in the state," he
said. "It's $2,100 for two semesters. We'll have to increase that
$200 if we want to add Internet

connections to the dorms. It's
getting more and more expensive for students to pay to live
on campus. The more students
driven off campus because of a
lack of funds could hurt retention."
Brown said while he can
understand asking for more
money from students for Internet connections, the increase is
really caused by the cost of

PLAY

SOURCE

Continue<.! from Page

Continued from Page 1

working on the grade distribution for three semesters.
"I've been working on some
research, and the problem was
what was a legal document to
publish and what wasn't," he
said. "The administration really didn't want to help me at all.
They weren't sending me in
any direction."
Earwood said he had to
research legal information in
Pogue Library to find which
documents could be published

legally. He took several propos- Iabus information. We are
als to the University's legal forming a focus group with stucouncil before finding a suit- dents, faculty members and
able format for publication.
administration about what stu"I haven't had any students dents want and how we can get
bring it with them when this for them."
they've been advised," Landini
Student opinion differs on
The SGA Source.
said.
"I think it is good because I
Earwood described the future
think everyone has the right to
plans for The SGA Source.
"Grades are just the first know how teachers teach,"
thing I want to publish," he Wendy Orten, sophomore from
said "'We are working on what Madisonville, said. "I think
else we can publish, like syl- that everyone has the right to

SPRINKLERS
Continued from Page 1

Nor has it phased cast
member Salim Sanchez, who
plays the role of J esus.
"I feel no pressure to Jive up
to any other actor wh o has
portrayed this role," Sanchez,
sophomore from Manhattan ,
N.Y., said. "Every actor interprets a role differently, and
this is how I interpreted it ."
The original London production ran eight years and
has become the lon'gest musical to run on the West End
stage. In 1973, a film starring
Ted Neeley, Car l Anderson
and Yvonne Elliman took in
$38 million at the box office.
Currently, there is a tour in
the Czech Republic and a
major tour opened in August
at the Ne"wcastle Theatre in
Newcastle, England.

hurt that we didn't notify them.
I didn't know I had to.
"I had talked to faculty members I know personally and
trust about what the faculty's
reaction would be," he said. "I
tried to talk to administration,
I talked to faculty and then I
went out on my own."
Earwood said he bad been

implementing the mandated the gun as far as the necessity
safety measures.
to appease the public."
"I could see the state asking
In a release Monday, the Unifor students to pay for their own versity announced President
wiring for Internet connection," Kern Alexander will ask the
he said. "I still don't think they Board of Regents at its Decemshould use the housing fees for ber meeting to approve placing
safety fees that have been man- sprinklers in the dorms. The
dated. The CPE feels a lot of work would begin when the
pressure from public and media spring 1999 semester ends and
to address this tragic event, and would be funded by the UniverI feel like they may be jumping sity.

know what kind of grades
teachers give as a general
rule."
"I think it is silly because students are going to try to get
teachers that have better
grade-point averages," Amanda
Herdel, frestiman from Morganfield, said. "It gives students a false hope because
teachers are different, and you
can't tell how you'll do in a
class by their grades."

•

want to be a part of an award winning newspaper!
come and volunteer for Tile Murray State News
winner of the Pacemaker Award.

volunteer meeting on December to at 2 p.m. in t t 5 Wilson Hall
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A_rn-J-."TION· TRtJr.K DIII\ 'ERS' No t:<penence ~O.L. lr:loOing provkiC<JJ
f:tm $67ll " Wttk Nn t•mploymcnt con-

u:a,'l! We need 1\cnluti.-y
opt...-!~1<-N «:-~m-1

or

tr:~onee<

•u~es

now! fKl!'J·

NfTDED • Mllhnaghl;, lml)worker>., l'lpefillcn<, S.S. Prpc" t:l<lcn<, l!c;:Jith tn.'<tar·
:ance, '":lillhon, •lOll\, IK.>Ii!h)"· EOP~ drug

ocrt:en. Cnnun: );{ew Lavcny ~·
843(, a Fax rc'Uillel ~11>-378-.WOO. Aim
<:on.uunk>n ~i<'C~.
lli<IVI'R.~
w.:~·l.:,·nd

NO\\' HIKIN~3' - Homt• every
Company <lriv,·rs Sl.ll1 ~' I C .o
uule line Iulie~ .O}C 1><11111.'1 Fn!c ln'illr·
lnt,. fxcd lcnt ho.·ncllh. Ownl't oper~(<lr' •
.1!1~

a mile Clnduc.k::i OIC '-'nu.,). I"JIU

fuel

b~.:' &

1olb.

lt~ur:~n..-.,..

:wuil:lhlo.:

Spnng Break '99
South Padre • OlnCun
Jamaica • Key We:)t
Panama City
Group Discounts fo r
6 or mo re!
Free Meal Plan (SPI only)

800-838·8203
www.leisuretours.com

I!PP.S • r:IR>pon. S00-!}om6766.
WANTfT>
mudd~

O..ner opo.:ratnrs v.1th 1.1.1,•

'"cl Mc.-c(X"f tr~etnr. Home w~k·

en, b . \Vc:.-kly '<·lllenwnt' run yc-Jr rnund
Call Jim at llT Tnll ktnj~. lli.I0-.~93-7303

DIII"1;R..;, 0\l'R Tim ROi\1) • .~<; oUt<..,..
fbi with stele.-,., be nlOlld cntwentioo;:~l•.
3 y~ opericnre Sun .:lOC • 33( 2 n1Uc
• bcnd'll.•. Clll aoo-«4-()64fl. $1 ,250 siRn

Spnn)l KreJk TrJ•·d wa.' I ot b sm:~ll hu.,i·
ne......., en thl! l ·~ 1\.'COj!l\ill-c.l hy the Ottu>
dl of flc:ttt·r B"'' n<'l>.' Hureaus lnr <lUI•
MJmd lnJl "thit·~ hl tht: ~rkerpb<cl ~oprlnA·
brcoaktmvd.wm I Motl-671l-631l6

P.:1rly Spnng Hn::lk .Spc<.iah! R.1h:unas

rany Crui.e c. wys sm Includes MO>t
Me:tt<'

l>t:(\:lll.'

AwCliO!lle Bc.-.i<.hc.o:. , Nil(hllile'
from
Flontb'

""bon~

&pnnghn.-:~ktr:J\TI,com 1~71!-63116

I'Rl'E TRl'CK f)RIVI.R "I"UAINING - With
no t.·umr.aLt• m payh.& lk' We haw C;l rn·
e-n; w>lltng I<> pay ton your tr:tlning C..1ll

I''"'Y~pt."<:ub! CanCu n & Jarn:ucal 7 OiJ<hL'
Air & Hntel l'rnon $3\111! lndutJ..-, l'n.·<'

Rll0-8M·T.!tl-l
DRIVERS - 0TR. :>ofljlle:oo. Tc:tm, , Rej!lon:1l,

Reefer, t>ry V:m, Fbttx:d. Your dKlice!
Multlplco onicr>. v.~ri!Jng (or vou! ~

IOOj.

llKIVI'Il , INEXl'l'Rll'r..:Ct:l>' • ,\,k :oi><>UI
our ~ompJny, 'f'l<lO-"lf<"tl rr.unUll(. Wt·
have t~b•:d pay for all our tlnwr.<, 3nd "''
ofh:r lOp COfWCnliOfl:li ~'(jUij)mettl. U.~

TIW Aft<;OI.Unl HEST • ln., ur:atln·

ORIVERS - Jl..:\1. fU)' J'OOOJ:t'! T<-;un.• e2m

and

l>lh81S'\.

-flt'tM

Xpm<."- ~-9~.1338.

TRAVEL

WO IIK+IIS. Equ.rl O pfl'lrtU01t:y Empluy-

,.,lt..-&

t>pf~>rtuntty an•LillU ll11rJ p.:rty reft.-rr.rl
ku~ fur all salo . Our top '.!lt:spt'N)n
' L".omt:d "'"r '10,()tJ I in Augll.>l. II Y<IU
luve l.l proto.,lOtUI llPflCitallC'-' :uxl W:tnl

to Improve your -=rb lllCO!ne t:rll llcJt>

Ttlylor, (J()(\-!')9-{6'16

Fnud,

I

IIUO . :,URPS . U

www .srudt-ru~xprc,-..~.com
• 1 :-.prlnj! ll~ak Spcci:lh! &luk l~trfy.
Receive " FRP.E \leal Pbrd C::CnCun,

Janulr;:~ $)99. Ha hamas S4">9. PanJ arua Cuy

CANT AFI'ORJ) .}PHASE POWl'R? - Try
us. Plu$e t.llnvmer •rx:ci:ri!St. Refurbbhcd
:md "'-""'. lei 011r (riendly st:lff help )"OU
me your ooovener. No obllg;ulot~ 800603-7630

k' family hent'lll1 Horne wttklyl HKII-

9

HF.I-lNA~U1

up 10 'HC :a m , •

Omob ,

:tprinRbrc>iktt:l\'l~.c:orn

P.JI\Ic:>l
l-ll00-67R-6.3H6

r.:utv 'ipecl:ll'! P:uunu City! ROO<Tl wilh
1\ikh'll Sl29! lndUtb 7 Fnx Panbll>ay·
IOIU $1 ·1'!. New tfoopor-South Beach
Sl2'1. Ctxn;> flco~dl Sl 4'l! ·'PnOI(hr~akrr-~V·
t:l.wm l -ll0!).(>7!HJ.W>
SPRI NG liRFAK- Pl.AN NOW'

c.,nCun,
\.1:\:t:JtLIII. & S.PJdte r"'rly hinJ
:;;JVInj!S Uoltl (At. Jbt ..t,mc:no.::>'o ht.."ii
p<i(L'S ;x r=lo~. C.:ompu.-. sale; rt:fl"
w:rntt-c.l !!am free trip.' ·+ c.1•h
)JIIUil":l,

$99

l~X).lJ4·7007

www e ndlc""-'um•

mc:nours corn

Sl'RINGSRP.AK Floritb. Tc:JU.5, C.llllCun
Mexico,

Januic:J,

eiC

Arnw..e

www.it-pt.t•om und c;tll fllO.jli-0013.

~

hotels, prk~ nntl panoc' Rt.'J)•, tli)!:IOIZ;IIt<>n.<, and prorn<ller.. Wllntc:d lnrc:r·C:>mpu.~ Pmgr~m•
I..AKFVI~;W li,\KGAIN • , ~+ a<r""
•
"$ 1'1,900 with t.');lt'Melc. iktutiCully IIVOOdrd, bre-.nhukm!l
loc:ued .:11 co'!ll:ll
ck-ar TellllC:iSCe mounuin bk<..~r to
18 hole go!(<~ IUnid PJ\ dJ tt!ad'l, Ulllilte',
'iCllb ~1<-d, l.o.>W<"'IIinancrnl( '" yc:an< !:till
n(lw tl00-70oi·.H'I4, ext 513.

•1<!""·

TAKF. OVER PAYMt.:NTS' - lbll :ten·•
Soullaen \1/y<)t\l>ng N<) ca.-h. iu" tt~me

$236 monthly ruymenL• nf H-'.62-i haltlcsl dol In l SA! )<~n <9491 722.7453

lii>Ce.

.~!IliON

I)OI.IAR

VIE\\.'\!

•

,3~

At:/l'o ndl$l\1,9CKI All( hardW~K>d 10<"11111~
In 'rN Mn~cn~alrt~ with priv• rt· ••n·t'l>' tn
47,!XJI) ac wal<li&
(t: mjllllt. :ar.·a, hnrw tr.uls
& ,uhb. llt~~ld:>llk!. Gn.'".rt flrurxin~t- C:JII
now 42}-6'~. ""' 96S
FREE UST - Of ~lounuan propert>t..,. S
nvl!ffronl nr:ret~' ;tl h:up;llll ['11(<"'- Call
ll()W for Nuvemher •pt."<:iab 4l_.·\.U)(}.IJ5()0,
e xt. 98~
A lli'.AlrtlF\ :1 CANI>I..EIJGHT - O ld l'<~sh•
iol\t!tl W~"<kll n!l Chapel cwc:rk•lkall!l ri\o:r,
Smoley Mouot;un.,, r.-1. Hor.w..~Dr.l\'n C'll!•
ri:lgc:, arhin-1, ~"\1/.Zl, onlaincd rnmhtctl',
no (L-,;L, H~-:~rtbn<l800-448-!!li')7 (\'OWSJ.
http/• wwwJ>eutLnc.Jv.eddin)!<"Oltl

CP.T \o!ARRII!I> • "mnky Mc,.tnt.un•. un.·J•
nllnt....-

111(>'1 he:llllff\11 rh~pt.·b. or~hlu<'~

1<-!"li, nunril·t(.' .arrangt·mt:nl•, hnn.·ybrcmhuk •n~ views.
Wt!tltltn!! arr:~n!IL'tllcOI) I!OO-Il')3-7l71 .

!Tlcl<>n.'f•nllly <:Jhin.,,

Va<!llioo ltxJW~. ~j4-'\Rt~ .

WEODISG llfll.'l 1:\" lRE SMOKII!S • A
unrquc W<'<lt.hnl( di:t(le.-1 nlk-.mg c•·ery·
thonx '"' fL.,._,, l>pccUI of!~" C:c:remooy.
pf<:tuR.-s, '''""''· llnwc,_..\1 J s. <llvt~ "·' ~·

•.til. ~'~"'~2l·20">l.

A PEKI·H:T \\'FIJDII'o;G • f"-':lP<-' to the:
rnounLUn for rottl:ln<-e-Wc:dhflll pack·
~ge. ln<iudc m~~e)mnoc• k>JWnSI·<"'tlin-

bur~. Tt..'M<"S.'<'C·Iwo k>e~uons. :OienKKll'S

Classified
Rates:
20C per word
for the first
20 words..
15C each
additional word
Bold Face Type
$ 1 per line
Attentiongetters
t,}-t}..-..-

$1

Minimum
Charge $1
Deadline 3 p.m.
Wednesday
Payment is d ue
in advance.
Come by the
Newsroom in
Wilson Hall to
get your
Classified Ad today!

I

November

North Pleasant Grove
cumberland
Presbyterian Church

r--

0

<

-ro

}>

111--Rev. Terry Vasseur, Pastor--

c
a_

sunday School .........•.•..... 1o a.m.
Morning service .............. 11 a.m.

-

0

c

/ * Youth Activities
*Fellowship Dinners

3
@

Fron1 Murray take 121 N. to Roy
Graham Road. Turn right and
follow to the end.

NEE D A RIDE? CA LL
753-8744 OR 435-44 78

'

Everyone Welcome!
=cmn

_;=r_

Ullir _;set ;;; --

--;:;:

n

;

i

Kentucky Ticket Studont Government Association
Outlets: 1st Floor Curris Center
Murray. KY,~ 42071
(502) 762·o951

New Ute Book Stor.,.
408 Main St.
Murray K Y. 42071
(502) 753·1622

Disc Jocke_y

Kentucky Oaks Mall
Paducati, KY
(502) 444·0694

Christian Supply House
3333 Irvin CObo Or
Paducah KY
(502) 443·41 17

Betsv's Hallmark
.4108 E. 12th
Benton, KY
(502) 527·1848
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Accepting the Pacemaker award are representatives of The Murray State News (from left) Donald Lawson,
Tara Shelby, Brandi Williams, C. D. Bradley, Joe Hedges, Jennifer Sachamoski, Jason Billingsley, Jake
Burgess, Lori Burll11g and Christine Hall. Not pictured are Denise Higgins and Yenia Zaba.

THE MURRAY STATE

ftlational Pacemaker Winner
The Murray State News was 'named one of the Top 10 college newspapers
in the countly by the Associated Collegiate Press and the
Newspaper Association of America Foundation at the National College
Media Convention in Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 7, 1998.
•

Keep the tradition going!
r

Jo~

Hedges
Adviser
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